
Chapter 5201

Charlie saw Ito Yuhiko again and found that he was in very good condition.

To Yuhiko Ito, regaining his legs is like a rebirth, and it also makes him cherish the present even
more.

Seeing Charlie, Ito Yuhiko was enthusiastic and respectful, he came out to welcome Charlie in
and poured tea and water for him himself. Although he was busy walking around, he couldn’t
hide his excitement all the time.

Tanaka Koichi on the side was so respectful that he wished he could always maintain a
ninety-degree bending and bowing posture.

Charlie greeted the two of them, looked at the house curiously, and said with a smile: “I have
lived in Tomson for so long, and this is the first time I have come to this high-rise.”

The huge floor-to-ceiling windows in the living room, looking at the rolling river outside, sighed:
“The scenery here is really good! Mr. Tanaka has a good eye.”

Tanaka Koichi on the side said respectfully,“  Mr. Wade, I originally wanted to buy the set
upstairs. The one on the top floor, unfortunately, it was bought by a lady a few minutes earlier, if
I could buy the top floor, the scenery would have been even better!”

Charlie nodded with a smile, and said: “This is already not bad, if I knew the scenery here is so
good, I should have come here to buy a set.”

Ito Nanako said: “Mr. Charlie can come here often in the future, and I will ask Tanaka-san to
take a fingerprint for you later and treat this place as your own home. Well, if we’re not here, you
can come up at any time if you want to stay alone for a while.”

Charlie was slightly taken aback, not knowing whether to refuse or accept for a while.

At this moment, seeing Charlie hesitate, Tanaka quickly said: “Mr. Wade, actually there is no
need to troubleshoot fingerprints, the door password is Miss’s birthday.”

Charlie looked at Nanako, and he realized that he had known him for so long. Well, he doesn’t
know Nanako’s birthday.

This is mainly due to the fact that during the time the two met, they didn’t meet much, and
Charlie himself didn’t pay much attention to birthdays, sometimes he couldn’t remember to
celebrate his own birthday, and had to be reminded and Nanako never told him when her
birthday was, or when she celebrated her birthday.



Nanako on the side also knew that Charlie definitely didn’t know when her birthday was, so he
shyly said: “Mr. Charlie, my birthday can only be celebrated once every four years…”

Charlie suddenly realized, and blurted out,“Then I know… …February 29th…”

“Well…” Nanako nodded shyly, looked at him with big eyes affectionately, and asked, “Mr.
Charlie should know what year I was born?”

Charlie hurriedly said: ” I know, I know…I know…”

Hiroshi Tanaka said with a smile, “Mr. Wade already knows the password to the door!”

At this time, Ito Yuhiko's younger sister, Emi, had prepared a table of sumptuous Japanese
cuisine.

Emi, who was wearing a kimono, walked to Charlie’s side, put her hands in front of her body,
bowed respectfully, and said: “Mr. Wade, I have prepared the best Japanese food for you, It is
the highest-end seafood, whether it is sea urchin, oyster, sea bream or bluefin tuna, is the best
that can be found in the Japanese market at present. You will enjoy it!”

Ito Yuhiko said with a smile: “Mr. Wade, Emi is best at making all kinds of sashimi. Her
sensitivity to ingredients is much stronger than those of the so-called Michelin three-star chefs,
The ingredients she comes into contact with on a daily basis I’m afraid those Michelin three-star
chefs won’t have the chance to see it.”

After that, he pointed to the tuna sashimi on the exquisite plate and said to Charlie,“Mr. Wade,
these sashimi are the meat from the cheeks of the blue flag tuna. The auction price of this fish is
three million U.S. dollars, but such a small amount of meat on the two gills costs hundreds of
thousands of dollars, After conversion, a piece of fish costs tens of thousands of U.S. dollars,
and even the best Michelin restaurant will not have it.”

Ito Takehiko didn’t just talk nonsense, in Japan’s luxurious society, the price of truly top-notch
high-end products can be outrageously expensive.

The highest auction record for bluefin tuna, one has been bought for a sky-high price of several
million dollars and Most of the meat of such fish will flow into high-end restaurants. It seems that
enough high-end restaurants can get this top-level ingredient.

As long as you spend hundreds of dollars, you can eat a slice of it in a restaurant.

But the real situation is that the two gills of tuna like this are impossible to flow into the back
kitchen of any restaurant.



Most people can’t understand why those top rich people are extravagant to the extreme. It
doesn’t matter to them if the ingredients of a meal are tens of thousands or hundreds of
thousands.

In their eyes, the only value of a bottle of wine worth tens of thousands of dollars is only when it
is opened.

This is mainly because they are so rich that they can spend a lot of money without racking their
brains, and it is impossible to spend it all in a few lifetimes.

Ordinary people eat three to five hundred for a meal, and a meal can cost a day or two’s salary,
but for a top rich man like Takehiko Ito, even if he eats 100,000 US dollars for a meal, he may
only eat the interest generated by his savings in the bank for a day.

In other words, if he spends 100,000 US dollars on a meal, the proportion of his expenditure in
the total net worth is the same as that of an ordinary person who spends 10 yuan on a bowl of
vegetarian noodle soup.

Although Charlie is also very rich, money doesn’t mean much to him, and he has never had the
habit of spending extravagantly, so after listening to Emi’s introduction, he nodded slightly and
said with a smile, “Ms. Ito has worked hard. I don’t have such a tricky mouth, just eat some
home-cooked food, don't need to be so extravagant.”

Ito Nanako smiled and said: “It is only prepared for Mr. Charlie alone. Even if you don’t come to
visit at home, my aunt will prepare these for him, It’s just his own food cost, which costs millions
of dollars. I don’t understand what he eats at all, and to be honest, in my opinion, it’s more of a
gimmick than a reality.”

Ito Yuhiko laughed and said, “Nanako, everything in this world can be called Tao as long as you
pursue it to the extreme, You like ikebana, so you will do everything possible to buy the most
expensive flowers, you can buy a rose from a roadside flower shop for three to five yuan, but
those top-quality cultivars that are selected from thousands, One flower can even sell for tens of
thousands and using the best flowers, matching the best tools, and combining them in the most
elegant way becomes the way of flowers. I will never have anything to do with ikebana in my life
and there is also tea. Ordinary people make a cup of tea, or make a tea bag and mix it with milk,
these can only be regarded as drinking tea, only using top-quality tea leaves, top-quality tea
sets, and the most sophisticated brewing methods can be called the way of tea! Although I don’t
know the way of flowers and tea, I know the way of food! That is to eat the best ingredients and
drink the most expensive wine!”

Ito Nanako stuck out her tongue and deliberately teased him: “Greedy is the best way to eat!”
You’re greedy, why bother to talk so much…”



Yuihiko Ito laughed a few times, then took a bottle of sake with “14 generations” written on it,
and said to Charlie, “Mr. Wade, this is not an ordinary Sake on the top of the pole, this is the
top-level Shiwan wine , which is one in a million, and even the prime minister may not have the
chance to smell it!”

Charlie looked at him and asked a question: “Mr. Ito, tell me what’s on your mind, is this wine
good?” “

Yes… is it good?” Yuhiko Ito fell into deep thought for a while, thinking for a while, and said very
seriously, “To be honest, Mr. Wade, this thing is far worse than Coke in terms of taste alone.”

After finishing speaking, he hurriedly added: “But this sake is the quintessence. The wine made
from rotten grapes is not as delicious as grape juice, but it is quintessence!”

After finishing speaking, he took the initiative to pour a glass of sake for Charlie, smiled, and
said: “But Mr. Wade, although the wine is not good, The feeling of being slightly drunk is really
something that other things can’t give. Let Tanaka also accompany us to drink less, so that we
can have more fun while drinking and chatting!”

Charlie, Ito Yuhiko, and Tanaka Hiroshi exchanged glasses, while Nanako stood by and kept
adding wine for him.

What’s interesting is that Nanako only drinks for Charlie, Emi only drinks for Yuhiko Ito, and
Koichi Tanaka can only drink for himself.

The so-called Long Xiao, in Charlie’s opinion, is not good to drink. Except for the pure rice
fragrance, this thing is really lackluster.

If you want to feel a little drunk, you have to have at least 40% alcohol. To him, drinking sake is
no different from drinking tap water.

However, since it was brought by Ito Yuhiko all the way, Charlie naturally gave enough face.

Including the top seafood sashimi prepared by Emi, Charlie is still full of praise.

But in fact, what he thinks in his heart is that sashimi itself has no taste, and what he eats is just
the taste of different fish.

After dipping in soy sauce and wasabi, the overall taste is not much different.

This is very similar to a hot pot. After eating, what you eat is just the taste of the bottom of the
pot and the dipping sauce.



After having lunch at the Ito family’s new residence, Charlie and Ito Yuhiko chatted for a while,
then got up to say goodbye.

He told Zara  earlier that he would visit Deana’s house, so naturally, he couldn’t break his
promise.

Although he drank a lot of sake with the two of them, fortunately, he had spiritual energy in him.
Before setting off, he used spiritual energy to remove all the alcohol, and then drove to his old
house.

Chapter 5202

At this time, Deana, Fitz, and Zara  had already had lunch. Fitz changed into clean clothes,
shaved his beard, and tied up his shoulder-length hair, and looked much quieter and sharper.

Zara  sat on the sofa, keeping an eye on the movement outside the yard, hoping to see Charlie
as soon as he arrived and when the BMW that Charlie was driving slowly stopped at the gate of
the courtyard, Zara  was overjoyed, and quickly said to her mother and brother: “Mr. Wade is
here!” After finishing speaking, she had already stood up and ran towards the door.

Deana and Fitz also got up quickly and followed behind to greet them.

When Charlie got off the car, the three of them had already walked to the door one after the
other.

Zara  opened the retro iron grille door, a little shy, and said respectfully: “Mr. Wade, you are
here!”

Fitz also said very respectfully: “Mr. Wade…”

Deana said nothing. She is so cautious as if she saw a good friend’s child, she said kindly:
“Charlie is here, come in quickly!”

Charlie nodded slightly and said respectfully, “Hello, Auntie, I haven’t come in a while. Seeing
you, how have you been recently?”

Deana said with a smile: “I’m fine, the environment in Aurous Hill is getting more and more
comfortable for me, and I don’t have as many troubles as before, so I am still very comfortable.”

Charlie nodded: “That’s good! I wasn’t in Aurous Hill at that time, but I probably won’t go out in
the near future. If you need help with anything in Aurous Hill, please feel free to contact me.”



“Okay!” Deana was not too polite and agreed with a smile, and then invited Charlie into the
house.

Entering this old house, Charlie couldn’t help feeling sad.

When his parents rented this old house, they also carefully restored it, just like now, although it
still looks so simple, it can give people a new look.

After 20 years of idleness, this old house was once dilapidated, but after Deana’s careful
restoration, all this seemed to have returned to the state it was 20 years ago.

For a moment, Charlie even felt that he was back to the way when he was seven or eight years
old. His parents had just settled down in Aurous Hill, and the family of three was living an
ordinary life full of happiness.

Deana saw that Charlie was looking around and was a little lost, so he deliberately didn’t say
anything, but let Charlie take a good look and think about it.

After a long time, Charlie withdrew his thoughts before almost crying, held back the tears, and
said to Deana with a smile,“Auntie must have taken a lot of trouble to clean up this house…”

Deana nodded and smiled, and said, “It took a lot of thought, but I also enjoyed it.”

Then, Deana pointed to the group of rustic old-fashioned leather sofas, and said to Charlie: “Sit
down and rest for a while!”

“Okay !” Charlie nodded, and after sitting down, he couldn’t help sighing: “Auntie, this sofa is
basically the same as the sofa I used to have when I was a child… Can we still buy this style of
sofa now?”

Deana said with a smile: ” When we were young, leather sofas basically looked like this, unless
those sofas imported from Europe and the United States would look more exaggerated, but this
kind of sofa is not available for purchase now, and I specially hired someone to make it by
hand.”

Charlie nodded slightly, and couldn’t help sighing in his heart,“Auntie you are really careful, and
you really knew Dad very well. Your vision in many places is very similar to Dad…”

After feeling emotional, Charlie deliberately changed the topic, looking at Fitz at the side and
asked him, “Master Banks,  you must have had a hard time in the past six months, right?”

Fitz stood up subconsciously, and said respectfully, “Mr. Wade I would also like to thank you for
your advice, if it weren’t for you, I might still be that ignorant dude…”



Charlie asked him: “I asked you to kneel and make a pilgrimage all the way, don’t you hate me
at all?”

Fitz said truthfully: “Mr. Wade, for the first month, I hated you every moment to the bone. I even
fantasized in my heart that if one day I can be stronger than you, I will definitely make you pay
back ten times or a hundred times, but…after a month, I gradually started to understand your
good intentions…

Charlie asked curiously: “My good intentions? In the eyes of many people, I am a person full of
evil tastes. I often come up with weird ways to punish others. I am afraid they would like to kill
me. Why are you the only one who said I have Good intentions?”

Fitz said sincerely: “In fact, you had a lot of ways to punish me, even if you took my life, No one
could do anything to you, not to mention that my life itself is the result of the accident in Japan
as I was rescued, but you still gave me another way out, and also gave me a chance to find my
way back…”

As he spoke, Fitz pursed his lips and remained silent for a moment, and then said,“Besides, I
know, in fact, you have sent people to protect me in secret. I have encountered danger to my life
several times in the past six months, and I got out without any problem. You must be behind the
scenes to help.”

Charlie did not speak, but Zara  asked in surprise: “Brother, what is your life in danger? Why
didn’t I hear you mention it?”

Fitz said: “In the second month after departure, I began to treat this pilgrimage sincerely, so I
dismissed Mr. Wade. My entourage plans to reach the finish line by myself… I fell ill after being
exposed to the rain, so I stayed overnight at a farmhouse. After all, many pilgrims would stay
overnight along the way, so I didn’t think there was anything wrong… As a result, the couple
tried to sell me to the owner of a local black brick kiln when I was almost unconscious with a
high fever, I heard from the two of them that a healthy adult can sell for 20,000 yuan Normally, it
costs at least three or four thousand yuan a month to recruit a worker for a kiln. If the kiln owner
buys the worker back, he can pay back the cost as long as he squeezes the worker for more
than half a year, and the rest is pure profit; At that time, the kiln Lord has already driven over,
and because I looked unconscious, he bargained with the other party and pressed the price
back to five thousand…”

Zara ’s eyes widened, and she quickly asked, “What happened later?”

Fitz said, “The kiln owner and his three thugs moved me into an off-road vehicle. At that time, I
wanted to call for help, but because of the high fever, I don’t even have the ability to fully open
my eyes, let alone resist… After getting in the car, I thought my life must be over, but I didn’t
expect that the kiln owner’s off-road vehicle was driven by a car not too far away. The car hit the



rear, and he got out of the car with his thugs to argue with others, and the four were shot down
by the other party…”

Zara  couldn’t wait to ask: “Then?!”

Fitz said in a low voice, “The one who shot Those two people threw the bodies of the four of
them into the ditch by the roadside, then lifted me out of the off-road vehicle, and sent me back
to the farmhouse…”

“Ah?!” Zara  added. It was a puzzled look: “Why sent you back?”

Fitz said: “They thought I had been in a coma and didn’t know anything, so they discussed in
the car that they wanted to send me back to that farmhouse, and then gun forced the couple to
take good care of me until I recovered, and then deal with the couple after I left, but they didn’t
know, I heard all these conversations.”

Fitz looked at Charlie, grateful Said: “Mr. Wade, those two discussed in the car whether to report
this matter to Mr. Camerom of Shangri-La, but they also felt that I might encounter this trivial
matter in the future. As long as they can guarantee my safety It is safe, so there was no need to
report again and again, so I knew at that time that you have been secretly arranging people to
protect me…”

Immediately afterward, Fitz suddenly knelt on the ground, kowtowed respectfully, and said
gratefully, “Thank you Mr. Wade for saving my life time and time again, I will never forget it!”

Charlie stretched out his hand to help him up, and said calmly: “You don’t have to thank me for
this matter, you are Auntie Du’s son and Miss Su’s brother and you didn’t commit a heinous
crime, so I can’t take your life out of reason, because of this, I let you go on a pilgrimage, the
original intention, in fact, was to let you go to penance, Although I have never knelt down
Pilgrimage, from the age of eight to the age of twenty-seven, I have been experiencing all kinds
of hardships for nearly twenty years, and these hardships are also a kind of penance in my
opinion, Penancery can beat a person’s heart, sharpen a person’s will, and reshape a person’s
soul. No matter if you were rich and well-fed, arrogant and domineering before, or you were
hungry and self-deprecating. During the penance, you can find a radical change, If you can do
this, it will be a good thing for you and your family. If you can’t, at least it will be because of this
journey. I have lingering fears about hard punishment, and I will definitely restrain myself in the
future.”

Speaking of this, Charlie changed the subject and said firmly,“But I definitely can’t let you on the
road of penance, because natural disasters and man-made disasters can endanger your life! In
that case, not only will all this deviate from my original intention, but I will also be unable to
explain to Auntie and Miss Banks .”



Chapter 5203
Ever since he confirmed that the Banks Family had nothing to do with the death of his parents,

Charlie never thought of taking the life of anyone in the Banks Family.

Zayne could let him off and make it happen, let alone a mere Fitz.

And he asked people to protect him in secret, because of the face of Deana  and Zara .

The pilgrimage to the Jokhang Temple is not like Kevin riding a bicycle to Aurous Hill.

The latter has a bicycle, and the way is the most economically developed in China.

In this area, as long as you don’t blindly pedal your bicycle on the high speed line and there is
basically no danger to your life.

But Fitz’s case is different. All the way westward, the environment is getting worse and worse.

If he is not careful, he would be in danger everywhere.

If he didn’t protect him secretly if he died on the way, what could he explain to Deana  and Su?

Fitz also knew that Charlie asked people to protect him, Not because he was really kind to him,
but because of the face of his mother and sister But even so, he was still grateful to Charlie for
awakening himself from his former dandyism.

Therefore, he said to Charlie very piously: “Mr. Wade, no matter what your purpose is, I still
thank you for your kindness in reinventing me!”

Charlie looked at him and said lightly: “It seems that you have also awakened, The prodigal son
has turned back, this time, if you don’t want to continue this time, the pilgrimage can be
terminated.”

When Charlie said this, Fitz and Deana  were all surprised.

Fitz thought that there was something wrong with her ears, and never dreamed that Charlie
would allow him to stop the pilgrimage.

He has just walked a third of the way, and it was the easiest third.

The remaining two-thirds are the most severe challenges.

As the altitude gets higher and higher, the road ahead will become more and more difficult.



It is no exaggeration to say that if they stop now, at least 80% of the hardships can be avoided.

What Charlie said was not entirely out of his sincerity.

He just wanted to see if Fitz really changed his past.

If he can really change his past and decide to abandon everything before him, Then he will
definitely choose to continue this pilgrimage.

But if he is still lucky, then he will definitely seize this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

The reason why Charlie tested him in this way was to decide whether to allow,

Fitz to return to the decision-making level of the Banks Family in the future.

Although the current head of the Banks Family is Zara , it is impossible for Zara  to be in charge
of the entire Banks Family alone.

Zara  is like the chairperson of a group company with the highest decision-making power and
veto power.

She cannot cover all the core things are do it all by herself, So her subordinates still need a lot
of core executive positions to help her run the entire Banks Family’s industry.

In a huge group company, under the chairperson, there are at least several executive directors
and an executive president and each company entity under the group also needs a set of
management teams.

The power in the hands is very large, so there must be a trustworthy person in charge, So as to
avoid management failure to the greatest extent.

But right now, Zara  doesn’t have many people of her own who she can use.

Her father has been under house arrest by the Elms family and cannot interfere in the affairs of
the Banks Family.

The old master Banks also went to Madagascar.

Deana  also went through the divorce procedures with Zayne. It is also inconvenient to have any
relationship with the Banks Group.

Therefore, if Fitz can completely change his past, Charlie still hopes that he can return to the
Banks Family and be used by Zara .



It was because of this idea that Charlie decided to give Fitz a real test.

Chapter 5204

If Fitz passes this temptation, even if he becomes the number two member of the Banks Family
in the future, he will not stop him But if Fitz fails this temptation, from today onwards, although
he can regain his freedom, He will never be allowed to get his hands on the Banks Family’s
property.

Because he wants to find an absolutely trustworthy and loyal subordinate for Zara ,So he must
not bury any hidden dangers in this candidate But if Fitz has the slightest idea of giving up on
this pilgrimage, he will be excluded.

Deana  and Zara  didn’t know Charlie’s real intentions.

When they heard that Charlie was willing to give Fitz a lenient chance and they couldn’t hide
their excitement. They hoped that Fitz would agree to the situation.

But Fitz hesitated for a moment, but then said,“Mr. Wade, thank you for your kindness, but I still
want to finish this pilgrimage.

"It will be more difficult. You will enter the mountains, enter the plateau, enter the no-man’s land
and even climb several mountains with an altitude of four to five kilometers. You will no longer
be surrounded by modern cities. The carved primitive world, where the environment is
dangerous and surrounded by wild beasts, is likely to kill you with ordinary altitude sickness.”
Charlie reminded.

Fitz nodded and said sincerely: “I know the road ahead will be very difficult but I still want to
finish this thing, don’t give up halfway… To tell you the truth, I didn’t have faith or awe before,
but through these months of experience, I already have my own belief in my heart, this belief is
not religion, but perseverance to the goal. I hope I can have the character of never giving up
and this pilgrimage is the first step to having this character so If I give up now, I won’t have
another chance in the future…”

Charlie couldn’t help but look at him with admiration.

Being able to say these words, Fitz really did not waste the past six months.

So, he nodded and said, “Since you have made up your mind, I won’t say much. There is still a
long way to go. If you feel pressure and difficulties during this process, You can feel free at any
time to quit. I won’t blame you, and I won’t stop you.”

Fitz cupped his hands and said, “Okay Mr. Wade, I understand!”



Charlie said again: “However if you don’t prepare for the next journey, If you quit, then you won’t
be given a chance to come back to rest halfway, You can only walk to the end, and when you
get to the Jokhang Temple, I will arrange a plane to pick you up.”

“Okay!” Fitz said without hesitation,“Please rest assured, Mr. Wade, I will definitely arrive at the
Jokhang Temple!”

Charlie nodded, stood up, and said to Deana, “Auntie, I won’t bother your family reunion and I
will come to visit another day!”

Deana  didn’t expect Charlie to leave so soon, and at this moment, she suddenly understood
the purpose of Charlie’s visit and thought to herself: “Charlie is here today! Coming here should
not be for visiting, But to test Fitz and see what choice he will make after getting the right to
terminate. Now that Fitz has made his choice, Charlie is ready to leave… …”

Thinking of this, she also roughly guessed Charlie’s deeper purpose, and couldn’t help feeling a
little joyful.

She also stood up, and said to Charlie very politely: “Then I will see you off!”

Zara, who was on the side, didn't expect Charlie to leave suddenly, So she asked
subconsciously: “Mr. Wade, you just sat down a while ago.”

Charlie smiled slightly and said, “I won’t sit down anymore, let’s do it another day.”

After finishing speaking, he got up and walked out.

Deana  took Charlie out with Zara and fitz and after Charlie got into the car, she let out a sigh of
relief and turned around and said to Fitz,“Fitz, it seems that you have passed the test Charlie
gave you!”

Chapter 5205

“Test?” Fitz  looked at his mother with some doubt, and asked in confusion: “Mom, what do you
mean?”

Deana  said seriously: “The main purpose of Charlie’s coming here today should be to ask you
that question and See if you will take this opportunity to end this pilgrimage.”

Fitz  asked her, “What is Mr. Wade planning to test me for? Is my sincerity tested?”

“Almost!” Deana  nodded slightly and explained, “Charlie’s behavior style is very similar to his
father’s. Although I don’t know Charlie well, I knew Bruce . Bruce  was different from most



leaders in that his first prerequisite for employing people was not their background. But on one’s
character.”

After a pause, Deana  continued: “In his eyes, no matter how powerful a person was as long as
the person’s conduct is not good, he will not be close friends, Let alone won’t put it in a career
blueprint But many people don’t care about this now, and many bosses have malicious
intentions.”

“They just want to squeeze out the ability and value of the other party and discard them at will,
So they employ people, first look at ability, not character But such a person is often a
double-edged sword.”

“Even if a certain value can be created in a short period of time, Two people who have bad
intentions and think that the winner takes it all, How can it be possible to create a win-win
situation? Therefore, in the long run, this situation must do more harm than good, and it is
precisely because of this that the first prerequisite for Bruce , To employ a person was to pass
the test of character."

Speaking of this, Deana  said again: “Charlie must have some intentions to let Kairi put your
father under house arrest. As long as Zayne  can figure it out and meet Charlie’s test standards,
Charlie will give him freedom. If you don’t believe me, just wait and see. After the wedding on
the 8th, he will definitely be able to regain his freedom.”

Fitz  asked in surprise: “Mom, you mean, Mr. Wade intends to use me?”

Deana  said seriously: “It may not be that he used you, it may be your sister.”

Zara nodded, and said: “Then when my brother returns from the pilgrimage, he can return to
work in the Banks Group!”

“That’s right.” Deana  sighed: “Charlie tested your brother, Presumably because of you, his
thoughts are the same as his father’s. Very careful.”

Fitz  was silent for a moment, and suddenly realized,“Mom, I understand Mr. Wade’s
meaning…he wants me to be down-to-earth, and to share the burden for Zara, but the premise
is that he has to feel that my conduct has changed qualitatively from before.”

“He won’t let me get involved in the Banks family’s business.”

Deana  nodded and said: “Yes, that’s it, so you must not have any other thoughts, If you let him
down again, he may never give you any chance again now.”

Fitz  said without hesitation: “Mom, don’t worry, I am no longer the one who still wanted to inherit
the Banks family.”



“The pilgrimage during this period made me understand that in a lifetime,bOne must not leave
oneself and the relatives disappointed.”

“As long as Zara needs me in the future, I will do my best, If she does not need me, I will not
fight for the assets of the Banks family.”

“Even if it is only the money in my own account, It is enough for me to worry about how to live a
life without worry.”

Seeing that Fitz  said these words from the bottom of his heart, Deana  nodded in relief, and
said to Zara: “Zara, as the head of the Banks family, Even if Charlie allows your brother returns
to the Banks Group, and it is up to you to decide whether to let him go back.”

“You can consider this point completely independently and Mom will not interfere, but Mom has
only one request for you.”

Zara hurriedly said: “Mom! Just say it!”

Deana  said seriously: “It’s normal in a family business to use your own family members for
important positions, but you must be objective and fair. Take special care, if he can go up, If he
can’t, then go down, don’t let them go down, making people feel that he is not capable.”

Zara nodded heavily: “Mom, don’t worry, I will write it down!”

…

Chapter 5206

Three o’clock in the afternoon.

A direct flight to Hong Hong took off at Aurous Hill Airport.

Angela, who was full of thoughts, was sitting on the plane, Looking at Aurous Hill which was
getting farther and farther out of the window and couldn’t help but think of the details of the
acquaintance with Charlie in Hong Kong.

Today she happened to see Charlie and Nanako walking together, Although it made her feel
inferior for a while, it didn’t affect her deep love for Charlie at all.

Right now, she just thinks that time will pass faster in the future.

She can’t wait for the day when she starts working at Aurous Hill University.



She has even decided to call Charlie after school starts and tell him that she is coming to
Aurous Hill University.

To do business, ask him out to meet, and tell him when they meet that she has joined Aurous
Hill University and Angela is also prepared for the worst.

Even if Charlie is not happy after knowing it, and even wants to leave Aurous Hill, she doesn’t
care.

This is the first time for her to experience life in this world. He is closer, and no one can
persuade her otherwise.

Just as her plane was gradually leaving Aurous Hill, another plane slowly landed on the runway
of the Airport.

The plane took off from Madagascar in Africa and flew 10,000 kilometers all the way to Aurous
Hill.

The passenger on the plane was Lord Banks, the old man of the Banks family who had become
a big landlord in Madagascar.

He had received an invitation from his son and had come all the way from Madagascar to attend
the wedding.

Knowing that his son was going to marry Kairi, Lord Banks’s first thought was a surprise, and his
second thought was a sense of relief.

The relief is not because he is satisfied with Kairi but mainly because he has not been used to
his son licking like a dog in front of Deana  for so many years.

Everyone knows that Deana  agreed to marry Zayne  because he begged Bruce  but he couldn’t
do it.

In the beginning, he also wanted to prevent his son from marrying Deana .

However, in the end, Zayne ,who couldn’t help but only want to marry Diana Could only
acquiesce in their marriage.

Acquiescence is acquiescence, but the old man’s knot has not been untied for so many years.

Now, his son finally ended his marriage with Deana  for more than 20 years and married Kairi
who loved him wholeheartedly. In the eyes of the old man, this is Zayne ’s best destination right
now.



After sharing the bed with a woman who hasn't loved him for more than twenty years, it’s time to
change to someone who loves him but when you look into it, the old man also thinks that this
matter is not perfect.

In his impression, Kairi is a disabled person, which is really a bit unreliable.

The young mistress of the Banks family is missing an arm, which is not the case even after
thinking about it but he still doesn’t know that Kairi’s severed arm has already been reborn.

After the plane landed, it taxied all the way to the hangar. At this time, Zayne  and Kairi had
been waiting in the hangar for a long time.

After all, it was the old man who came here all the way, and the two of them attached great
importance to it, So they came to the airport half an hour early to wait.

When the plane slowly slid into the hangar, Kairi’s nervous hands trembled a little.

This was mainly because she was not sure whether Mr. Banks, who had a strong temper and
eyes above his head, would like his future daughter-in-law.

In case he was dissatisfied with her and would point to her nose and scold her for not being
good enough for his son, what would she do then?

Zayne  noticed Kairi’s nervousness, so he whispered in her ear,“Don’t worry, when I called the
old man about this matter, the old man didn’t express any dissatisfaction.”

Kairi said anxiously: “I know his character, his emotions are invisible, and he likes to attack
suddenly, so I’m afraid he will hold his breath…”

“No.” Zayne  comforted with a smile: “The old man is no longer the all-powerful old man back
then. Now, his mind is all about raising horses. I said we are going to get married and I invited
him over. His first reaction was to calculate the time. It is said that he bought a horse farm and
there are a few mares in it that are about to give birth. He doesn’t want to miss the birth of the
pony.”

Kairi finally breathed a sigh of relief, but she still had no idea before getting the old man’s
face-to-face affirmation.

At this time, the docking of the steps was completed, the cabin door opened,

And Lord Banks, who was wearing short sleeves and big pants, stepped out of the plane.



When he saw Zayne  and Kairi, he waved to them on the plane with a smile on his face, and his
pace was a little faster.

Seeing him smiling and waving, Zayne  said to Kairi in a low voice: “Look, the old man seems to
be in a good mood!”

After that, he took the initiative to greet him, and said respectfully: “Dad, you have worked hard
all the way.”

Lord Banks waved his hands, and said with a smile, “It’s not hard work, it’s not hard work, I’ve
been eating and sleeping all the way, so what’s the hard work?”

Kairi also walked up to Lord Banks anxiously at this time, bowed respectfully, and said, “Hi, sir!”

Lord Banks said with a smile: “You two are going to have a wedding soon, why do you call me a
master, besides, I am not the head of the Banks family now, so I don’t need to be called that, I
am older than your father, you can call me Uncle, wait until the day of the wedding to call me
Dad.”

Kairi didn’t expect the old man to be so approachable nowa, and she immediately relaxed a lot.

Zayne  really felt relieved, pointed to the Rolls-Royce behind him, and said to the old man, “Dad,
let’s go to the hotel first.”

“Okay.” Lord Banks nodded slightly, and Kairi, who was on the side, had already taken the first
step.

He opened the car door for him, made a gesture of invitation, and said respectfully: “Uncle
Banks please!”

Lord Banks subconsciously responded, and was about to get into the car.

When he suddenly realized that Kairi was making a gesture of invitation with both hands.

He pointed at Kairi’s right hand in a daze, and murmured,“Kairi…you…you…what’s the matter
with your right hand…”

Chapter 5209

Lord Bank’s change was indeed unexpected for many people.



In the eyes of many Banks family members, he is the stone in the latrine, so smelly and hard
that no one has ever dared to challenge his authority in the family, and he has never bowed to
anyone in the family.

But this time, he did have the consciousness to change his past.

After he came to the hotel, accompanied by Zayne and Kairi, he immediately found Xion, and
sincerely apologized to her, begging for her forgiveness.

He bowed slightly, and said to her, “Xion, Grandpa used to treat you with a lot of debts, and
even betrayed you many times for the benefit of the Banks family. Now grandpa dare not ask for
your forgiveness. I only hope that you can forgive me. Accept grandpa’s sincere apology…”

Xion didn’t expect that Lord Bank would take the initiative to apologize to himself. Thinking back
to her illegitimate daughter, she had never been recognized by Lord Bank.

Although she knew that he was her grandfather, she never dared to really treat him like a
grandfather, let alone expect him to treat her like a granddaughter and when she thought about
how she was abandoned by the Banks family many times and even nearly died at the hands of
the Self-Defense Forces in Japan, she was still indignant.

Thinking back to the few times when she almost died, Xion’s tears rolled down uncontrollably.

But even though she was crying like rain, she said to Lord Banks very magnanimously, “You
have already paid the price for what you did back then, and now I don’t blame you anymore.”

Lord Banks saw that she couldn’t stop crying. He felt ashamed in his heart.

But fortunately, Xion was still willing to forgive him, which to him was his wish fulfilled.

Then, Zayne called Zara  and told her that the old man wanted to visit Deana.

After Deana learned about it, she also graciously welcomed it.

Zayne originally wanted to go with Lord Banks, but Lord Bank warned him in a low voice,
“Zayne, since you are going to marry Kairi, you must keep a distance from Deana, and didn’t
make Kairi feel uncomfortable. By the way, I will let the driver take me there, you can find a
chance to talk to Charlie and see if he is willing to be the witness of the two of you.”

Zayne thought for a moment, nodded slightly, and said: “Okay Dad, I’ll find a chance to ask him.”

When Lord Banks used his sincerity to get to Deana, Zayne took the initiative to call Charlie.



At this time, Charlie was shutting himself up in the Champs Elysees hot spring villa, thinking
hard.

After coming out of Deana’s house in the afternoon, he couldn’t wait to come here, wanting to
continue studying the ring that Maria gave him.

Today, the ring’s beating again made him feel a little confused.

Ever since he got this ring, it has been acting like a spiritual energy scammer. No matter how
much spiritual energy he instilled in it, it wouldn’t respond at all.

However, since the last time, it was beating inexplicably at University, today it was the second
time it was suddenly in the underground garage of Thompson First villa.

In Charlie’s subconscious mind, he has always felt that this thing is definitely not simple,
because the aura he has input into this ring is already a huge amount. If he uses that aura to
activate the Thunderbolt Talisman, the entire Aurous Hill might be thunderstorms for at least
three to five days.

However, such powerful energy can disappear without a trace when it enters this small ring.
Among other things, the bearing capacity of this ring is already extraordinary.

Charlie is also a person who has read books. He knows that everything in the world must obey
a basic physical rule, and the law of energy conservation is one of them.

The basic principle of the law of conservation of energy is that energy will not be created out of
thin air, but it will not disappear out of thin air either.

If you compare aura to electricity and this ring to a battery, then you can clearly see what is
unusual about it.

Normally, a battery of the same volume is nothing more than an ordinary button battery, and the
amount of power it can store is negligible, and a few hundred mAh has already reached the
peak of battery technology at this stage.

But the current condition of this ring is like a button battery, which has been charged with
thousands or even tens of thousands of kilowatt-hours of electricity!

So here is a question.

According to the law of energy conservation, such a huge amount of energy can never
disappear in vain, so it must be stored or transformed by the ring in some way.

But how did it do it? Where does it store all this energy?



Although Charlie couldn’t figure out these two problems for a while, he could figure out one
thing, that is, this ring can swallow such a powerful aura, which proves that it is definitely not a
mortal thing, and even surpassed his understanding of things.

With such a magical weapon, he has been unable to pry into its mysteries while holding it in his
hand. Charlie naturally scratches his heart.

He also tried, sending a little spirit energy into it again, but its reaction was still the same as
before, accepting all of his spirit energy, and nothing came of it, without any response.

The more so, the more Charlie was puzzled by this thing but the current him, no matter what he
said, did not dare to pour spiritual energy into the ring unscrupulously, so he could only hold the
ring and look at it repeatedly, trying to find out the mystery behind it.

However, this ring is completely a plain circle ring without any lines or inscriptions, and the
surface is so smooth that there is not even a small pothole.

Just when Charlie was at a loss, Zayne called him.

On the phone, Zayne said to him after being respectful and polite: “Mr. Wade, actually I am
calling you this time to make a request, and I hope you can agree.”

He continued: “Mr. Wade, I would like to invite you to be the witness of our wedding…We
couldn’t get to this day without your help. For the two of us, you are our biggest benefactor, It is
very appropriate to invite you to be the witness of the wedding, and I hope will not reject us…” “

“Okay, I will do it.” Charlie only agreed to Zayne’s request after a little hesitation.

He felt that since Zayne asked him for this matter, he would not look at the face of the monk but
the face of the Buddha.

There were no outsiders at this wedding, nothing more than people from the Banks family, the
He family, and the Ito family.

Zayne, who originally thought that Charlie might not agree, immediately breathed a sigh of relief
after hearing Charlie’s affirmative answer, thanked him a thousand times, and then hung up the
phone.

Charlie put the phone aside, looked back at the ring, and couldn’t help muttering: “You have lied
to me so much, and you didn’t say thank you or give any response from the beginning to the
end.”



“I don’t care about these things with you, but can you tell me, last time at University and this
time at Thompson, why did you suddenly jump inexplicably? Could it be these two places that
made you feel something wrong?”

After muttering, the ring naturally didn’t move.

Charlie thought of something, and said again, “Then if I take you back to the old place, can you
still give the same reaction?”

Thinking of this, his eyes lit up immediately, without saying a word, he put the ring into his
pocket. Immediately drove to the University at the fastest speed.

This time, instead of driving in, he parked his car in a parking lot near the University and then
walked into the campus.

He clearly remembered the last time the ring jumped at the University, on the way he drove
away from here.

So he put the ring on his hand and walked unhurriedly all the way to the Academic Affairs
Building.

Chapter 5210

Along the way, every time he took a step, he felt the movement of the ring very carefully.

But to his great disappointment, the ring didn’t respond in any way.

He murmured in his heart: “The last time it reacted was on the way out. Could it be that this
thing still recognizes the direction?”

Thinking of this, he turned around again and walked the opposite way along the way he came
the last time.

But until he walked outside the gate of the school, the ring still didn’t respond.

Charlie couldn’t help feeling a little annoyed, and thought to himself: “Didn’t you dance here last
time? Why didn’t you dance this time? Did you fall asleep or didn’t feel it? Otherwise, I’ll take
you to Thompson’s underground garage!”

The ring didn’t give him any response, so in desperation, he could only go back to the parking
lot, ready to get in the car and leave, and then return to the underground parking lot of Tomson
high-rise to try his luck.



As soon as he drove the car out of the parking lot, his cell phone rang suddenly.

He picked it up and looked surprised, because the person who made the call turned out to be
Dr. Simmon’s granddaughter.

Charlie has not seen this grandparent and grandson for a long time. He knows that Dr.
Simmons  opened a medical clinic in Aurous Hill, where he and Xyla hung pots to help the
world, but because there are many things recently, he has not visited them over.

Moreover, the grandparents and grandchildren rarely disturbed themselves, presumably
because the medical clinic was busy, and they didn’t want to affect themselves too much, so
they didn’t take the initiative to contact them.

So now that Xyla suddenly called him, Charlie’s first thought was whether she and Grandpa Dr.
Simmons  were in some trouble.

So, he immediately connected to the phone and said, “Xyla, you haven’t called me for a few
days.”

Xyla said with a sad voice: “Master Wade… I am calling you to bid farewell…”

“Farewell?” Charlie frowned, and asked her: “What’s the matter? Did you encounter any trouble
with Dr. Simmons ?”

“Not like that…” Xyla sighed and said quietly: “It’s my grandfather who is going to close the clinic
and go back to Eastcliff…”

“Back to Eastcliff?” Charlie asked her subconsciously: “I remember that Dr. Simmons  said that
he will settle down in Aurous Hill from now on.”

“You have only been here for more than a year, why do you want to leave suddenly?”

Xyla said vaguely: “This… how should I put it, it is also Grandpa’s own decision, and there is
nothing I can do…”

“He has already put the hospital’s signboard down, and he is thinking of leaving tomorrow.”

“Originally, he didn’t plan to tell you, because he felt ashamed to say goodbye to you, and
wanted to call you to apologize after he left…but…but…”

As Xyla was speaking, she suddenly sobbed softly, choked up, and said, “But I couldn’t bear to
leave Aurous Hill and Master Wade…”

“That’s why I called, and I want you to persuade Grandpa again…”



Charlie said without hesitation “Don’t cry, Xyla, tell me where you are now?”

“Still in the hospital…” Xyla choked up and said, “Grandpa plans to tidy up everything tonight.”

“Okay!” Charlie immediately said: “You wait for me there, I’ll come there now!”

When Charlie drove to Dr. Sum’s clinic, the plaque of the clinic had already been taken off and
was casually discarded aside.

At the same time, there was a plaque wrapped in red silk and satin at the door, and it was
impossible to see what was written on the plaque for a moment.

When Charlie came to the clinic, Dr. Simmons ,  Xyla, and a boy were packing up all kinds of
medicinal materials on the medicine cabinet.

Seeing Charlie come in, Xyla shouted excitedly: “Master Wade!”

After finishing speaking, she ran towards him, threw herself into Charlie’s arms, and began to
cry.

Charlie quickly asked her: “Xyla, what’s the matter? Tell me all.”

Dr. Simmons  also saw Charlie’s expression at this time, he was startled, then staggered over
with shame on his face, and sighed:

“Master Wade… why are you here? Did this girl tell you something?”

Xyla cried and said, “Grandpa, I don’t want to leave Aurous Hill, so I wanted to ask Master
Wade to persuade you…”

Dr. Simmons  With a long sigh: “Hey! I would like to gamble and admit defeat. Since I lost, how
can I continue to stay here…”

Xyla cried stubbornly: “But losing is only losing clinic! The big deal is that you gave the clinic to
him, we don’t need to leave Aurous Hill because of this!”

Dr. Simmons  asked her back: “My bet with him is that if I lose, I will hand over the clinic to him.
the clinic is gone, so what else do I have in Aurous Hill to stay back for?”

Xyla cried and said, “But I just don’t want to leave Aurous Hill… I haven’t learned the real
Sanyang acupuncture from Master Wade, so I don’t want to go…”



On that day, the old man of the Moore family was seriously ill, and Dr. Simmons  took her with
him. Xyla came to the rescue but happened to meet Charlie on a narrow road.

At that time, she was dissatisfied with Charlie, but after seeing Charlie use the real “Sanyang
Acupuncture”, he immediately cast his admiration on him.

Although the Sanyang acupuncture method is a medical skill handed down by the Simmons
family’s ancestors,

What the Simmons family’s ancestors learned is only superficial.

The real Sanyang acupuncture method is much more powerful than the acupuncture method
handed down by the Simmons family.

Xyla also knew that many of the top Chinese medical skills had been secrets that had not been
handed down over the years,

So she never expected that Charlie could teach her. Today, she said so suddenly, but she just
wanted to find an excuse to stay in Aurous Hill.

Charlie asked in surprise at this time: “Master Shi, what did you lose at the clinic?”

Dr. Simmons  said with a face of shame,“Master Wade… is really inferior to others in his skills. If
you lose, you won’t have the face to mention it to you…”

Xyla blurted out, “It’s an old man who came two days ago! He was going to have a medical
competition with grandpa when he came, and he said that if he wins, he would ask grandpa to
take off the plaque of the clinic,”

“Give him this place to run the medical center, and say that if he loses, he will give grandpa an
ancestral medicine cauldron… Grandpa didn’t know what to think, so he promised him…”

Charlie said curiously: “Dr. Simmons , it sounds like the other party is obviously setting up a trap
for you. With your style of acting, you shouldn’t be fooled like this!”

Dr. Simmon's old face struggles awkwardly for a long while before lamenting: “Master Wade, I’m
telling you the truth!”

“I was deluded by a ghost. Seeing his medicine cauldron was really a good thing.”

“I thought I usually refine a lot of medicine. If I could win that medicine cauldron it would have
surely relieved some of the burden in refining medicine in the future,”

“But I never thought that I would mess it up, I am really ashamed!”



Chapter 5211

Charlie didn’t expect that the reason Dr.Simmon wanted to leave Aurous Hill was that he lost a
bet on his Clinic.

What’s more, he didn’t expect that the reason why this old man bet with others was to win a
medicine cauldron for himself.

He asked with some doubt: “Dr. Simmons , who made the bet with you?”

“I don’t know.” Dr.Simmon replied: “That man is quite crazy, he said his surname is Tian, and he
is called Tianshi.”

“Tianshi?” Charlie frowned when he heard these two words.

After Stefanie sent Grandpa the Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill, he once heard her
mention this name.

According to her, this person is a very senior Taoist priest in the American Chinese circle known
as Tianshi, who is very close to his grandmother, and at that time, his grandfather was critically
ill, so he made a special trip to treat the old man.

After seeing the efficacy of the Pill, this person wanted to find the person who made the pill.

After hearing from his uncle Desmond that there was a Rejuvenation Pill in Aurous Hill, he
immediately decided to come to Aurous Hill to look for it.

Stefanie specifically reminded him at that time that he should be careful of this TianSimmons in
the future, but he was still in the United States at the time, so he didn’t take this person seriously
but now it seems that this person has indeed come to Aurous Hill, and has found someone
close to him.

He made a bet with Dr.Simmon. He didn’t know whether he simply fell in love with Dr.Simmon’s
Clinic or he had found out a clue, so he especially found an entry point from Dr.Simmon.

However, Charlie wasn’t nervous at all. In his opinion, a person who can be shocked by the
Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill has no great ability to judge him. Just can take him to
the dog farm.

The reason why Charlie is so overbearing is not blind confidence, but some small details of the
other party have penetrated his bottom.



If a person is horrified when he sees a Rolls-Royce, then the person’s social status probably
cannot afford a Rolls-Royce.

People who can really afford Rolls-Royce, even if they don’t have Rolls-Royce, don’t think
Rolls-Royce is unattainable.

So, he asked Dr.Simmon: “Master Simmons , what have you compared with him?”

Dr.Simmon sighed, “He wants to compare my pulse with mine, and he wants to randomly
choose a female patient who has given birth for a test. There are three points in total.”

“The first point is to indicate the actual age of the other party, whoever is closest to the actual
age will win and for the second point is to indicate the other party’s menstrual date, and whoever
is closest to the actual date will win, the third point is Number the number of pregnancies of the
other party, and whoever is closest to the actual number will win… There are three rounds in
total, and the two winners of the three rounds will win in the end…”

Charlie couldn’t help but said awkwardly: “Doctor Simmons , let me make a digression, Is it not
inappropriate for you two doctors to guess the menstruation and pregnancy times of female
patients?”

Dr.Simmon hastily explained: “Master Wade, you don’t know, these have always been the
content of ancient imperial doctors’ competitions, although it sounds a little indecent, but in fact,
because women have many more physiological stages than men, gynecology can best reflect
the ability of a doctor to call the pulse.”

“A doctor at a higher level can guess the date of delivery of a pregnant woman through the
pulse signal, and a doctor at a higher level can even tell how many times the other party has
been pregnant and how many babies have been born of her.”

“It is said that there are top imperial doctors who could even judge the sex of the fetus through
the pulse, but this kind of person had only been seen in ancient books.”

“Okay.” Charlie sighed helplessly, and asked him: “Two out of three games, how many games
did you lose?”

Dr.Simmon lowered his head and said in shame: “Mr. Wade, this old man lost three rounds…”

Charlie couldn’t help frowning: “The other party is just a Taoist priest. As far as I know, his
research is often on alchemy. You’re really lost three rounds to him?”

Dr.Simmon buried his head even lower, and said, “I don’t know why this Taoist priest’s medical
skills are so outstanding, but I’m really inferior to others…”



Charlie asked again: “How did you choose the subject of the competition? Is there a possibility
that this person arranged for a patient to come over in advance, and then came to the door to
challenge you, proposed the method of the competition, and then won it?”

“This…” Dr.Simmon pondered for a moment, and murmured: “I have no evidence to prove it, but
I don’t rule out the possibility.”

Then, Dr.Simmon said seriously: “However, Master Wade, Taoists always pay attention to
cultivating your mind and cultivating your character, then TianSimmons shouldn’t be so
shameless, right?”

Charlie smiled meaningfully, and said casually: “If you are really a person who cultivates mind
and character, why would you come here to bet with others? Like the monks in the temple and
the priests in the church, if they hang out with those dignitaries all day long and smell like
copper, how can they really cultivate their minds?”

Charlie said this because according to what Stefanie said it is said that TianSimmons has a lot
of friendship with his grandmother.

In Charlie’s view, the first thing a person with true faith must do is to be indifferent to fame and
fortune. If he spends all his energy on making friends with powerful people, how can his heart
be pure?

Naturally, this TianSimmons is also the same.

It is no exaggeration to say that it is absolutely impossible for a person like him to make friends
with top dignitaries like his grandmother.

If he didn’t have to spend decades carefully managing himself, promoting himself, and
packaging himself, how could he be in the eyes of grandma?

It can also be seen from this that this person’s utilitarianism must be very heavy.

Is there anything unusual for a person with a very utilitarian mind to do some tricks while
betting?

Xyla also suddenly realized this time, and blurted out: “Master Wade, you are right! I think that
person is very shrewd!”

“His words were also very provocative. At that time, he just said a few words in front of those
patients. Grandpa was made very difficult by him.”

“If he didn’t agree to him at the time, he wouldn’t be able to step down at all! So you said that it
is possible for him to insert fake patients in advance, I think it is really possible!”



Dr.Simmon sighed at this time: “It’s too late to say this now. At that time, there were so many
patients who saw me lose to him on the spot. My name and my reputation would have been
washed at that time in the whole city. And even if I know that he was cheating, there is no way to
recover it.”

Charlie smiled slightly: “That’s not necessarily the case.”

After that, he remembered something, and asked Dr.Simmon: “By the way, Doctor Simmons ,
you said that he has an ancestral medicine cauldron, what kind of medicine cauldron is it?”

Dr.Simmon said hastily: “It is a cauldron for Taoist alchemy, the whole is about the size of a
football, it looks like it should be made of copper, and the shape of the vessel is three-legged.”

“With cupolas and a matching lid, the entire surface of the cauldron has dragon patterns made
of filigree, which looks very exquisite in workmanship. According to him, it was handed down by
his ancestors and specially used for refining elixir.”

Charlie raised his eyebrows with great interest, and said with a smile: “Maybe this thing is really
a good thing for alchemy.”

After that, he asked Dr.Simmon: “Did that man say when he will come?”

Dr.Simmon hurriedly said: “He said that he would come on time at eight o’clock tomorrow
morning to hang up the plaque he left at the door.”

Charlie remembered the plaque covered with red satin at the door, smiled slightly, and walked
outside the door.

Standing still in front of the plaque, Charlie unceremoniously stretched out his hand and tore off
the red satin on it, revealing three gold-plated characters: Tianshi’s Clinic.

Charlie snorted, then pulled the ladder from the side over, picked up the Dr.Simmon’s Clinic
plaque that had been taken off with one hand, and hung the plaque back again.

Dr.Simmon said nervously: “Master Wade, you can’t do it… If you hang up this plaque, wouldn’t
this old man become that old man who is willing to gamble but refuses to admit defeat…”

Charlie said with a smile,“It’s okay, The plaque is hung to let him know that something has
changed in this matter, and he will definitely rush over to deal with it, and I will come to meet him
when the time comes!”



Charlie knew that TianSimmons came here for Rejuvenation Pill this time, since he has found
Dr.Simmon now, no matter whether he knows his identity or not, he can’t let him continue to stay
like this in Aurous Hill.

Therefore, the best way right now is to take the initiative.

However, Charlie also thought about one thing, that is, since TianSimmons was familiar with his
grandmother, would he have met his parents as well?

If he had seen them, he might be able to guess his identity based on the similarity between his
appearance and his father’s.

Charlie’s plan was that if TianSimmons questioned his identity, he would not stop doing anything
and directly detain him.

Immediately, he said to Dr.Simmon: “Doctor Simmons , you and Xyla go home first, don’t worry
about it here, I will come here on time tomorrow morning!”

“Master, this old man will come back tomorrow morning!”

Charlie waved lightly at Xyla, called her to his side, and whispered something in her ear.

Xyla immediately nodded without hesitation and said: “Okay Master Wade, I will definitely take
care of it!”

Charlie nodded and comforted: “Don’t worry, I will definitely help you solve this matter, no matter
what, I won’t let the signboard of Dr.Simmon’s Clinic be removed!”

…

Chapter 5212

The next day.

Charlie came to Dr.Simmon’s Clinic at seven o’clock in the morning.

At this time, the clinic had already hung a notice that it was closed today, and the plaque of
Dr.Simmon’s Clinic was still hanging on the main entrance, while the plaque of Tianshi’s Clinic
was still put aside.

Dr.Simmon changed into a long gown early on and waited here nervously.

When he saw Charlie coming in, he rushed forward and said, “Master Wade, you are here!”



Charlie nodded and asked him, “Master Simmons , Xyla is here already?”

Dr.Simmon hurriedly said: “Go back to Master Wade, she called me just now and said it’s time.”

“Okay.” Charlie nodded slightly, and then said with a smile: “Master Simmons , go to the back
and rest for a while, I will wait here for that TianSimmons to come to the door!”

Dr.Simmon hurriedly asked: “Master Wade, do you want me to be here waiting for him with
you?”

“No need.” Charlie said lightly, “I will call you when I need you to come out.”

“Okay!” Dr.Simmon nodded, cupped his hands to Charlie, and said respectfully: “Master Wade,
this old man is waiting for your call!”

After finishing speaking, Dr.Simmon turned and went to the lounge behind the clinic.

Charlie got up and brought the plaque of Tianshi’s Clinic over, spread it directly in front of the
chair, and then sat back on the chair, stepping on the plaque of Tianshi’s Clinic naturally.

Soon, a tall and thin old man with a long beard walked to the gate aggressively.

This person is TianSimmons who flew thousands of miles from the United States to Aurous Hill
to search for clues to the Rejuvenation Pill.

At this moment, he saw that the plaque of Dr.Simmon’s Clinic was still hanging on the top, and
his expression suddenly became displeased.

With his hands behind his back, he strode into the clinic with big strides. As soon as he entered,
he said loudly:

“Dr.Simmon?! You agreed to pack up your things and leave last night, and took off the plaque of
Dr.Simmon’s Clinic, why haven’t you picked it up?!”

Sitting on the chair, Charlie looked at TianSimmons and saw that although there was no aura in
this person’s body. But it has a bit of true energy and has reached the level of an eight-star
warrior.

A Taoist priest can have the strength of an eight-star warrior, which really makes Charlie a little
impressed.



At this moment, TianSimmons saw that he had called out and no one answered him, so he
couldn’t help feeling a little annoyed, and asked, “Where’s Dr.Simmon?! Dare to keep the
signboard of Dr.Simmon’s Clinic, but hide and dare not meet me?!”

Charlie deliberately coughed twice at this time, stretched his waist and stood up, and said
dissatisfiedly:

“What are you yelling so early in the morning? Is your brain squeezed by the door? If your brain
is really squeezed by the door, you should call 120 and go to the emergency department in the
hospital!”

TianSimmons looked at Charlie who stood up suddenly, frowned, and asked, “Who are you?”

Charlie was still worried that he might have seen his father, so he deliberately asked: “Why,
haven’t you seen me?”

TianSimmons stared at Charlie, and asked in a cold tone: “Boy, I came here last time. Haven’t
seen you before, are you a clerk here?”

Charlie shook his head and said with a smile: “There is no medical center that can afford me to
be a clerk.”

TianSimmons frowned with a pair of sword eyebrows, and spoke in a bad tone Said,“Boy, I don’t
want to talk nonsense with you, let Dr.Simmon come out, it will be eight o’clock soon, and I will
hang up the plaque of Tianshi’s Clinic!”

After that, he remembered something, and angrily said: “My plaque?! Where did it go?!”

Charlie pointed to the gilded plaque under his feet, which had been trampled off, and said with a
smile, “You mean the one under my feet, right?”

The plaque of the Tianshi’s Clinic was actually stepped on the ground by Charlie, not only was it
full of dust and shoe prints,

But even the gold paint was trampled off, the whole person suddenly became furious, pointed at
Charlie, and shouted angrily,“Boy! How dare you even step on my plaque, I think you are
impatient!”

After saying that, he raised his fist and made a gesture of fighting.

Charlie curled his lips and said sarcastically: “Oh, you old man are so majestic, you will beat
people when you break into this place early in the morning? Believe it or not, I will make you
even pay for your lost pants?”



TianSimmons sneered sarcastically: “Ignorant child, how dare you speak nonsense in front of
me, if it is not for the Supreme Sanqing, I will definitely kill you!”

Charlie also sneered: “Oh, since you believe in the Supreme Sanqing, then you are a Taoist
priest. If you don’t practice martial arts and Taoism in Taoist temples, what is there to do here?”

“You will kill people every now and then. What’s the difference between a priest who molested
boys? Although I don’t believe in your family’s Supreme Sanqing! It’s really embarrassing for
someone like you to come out of a thousand-year-old school!”

“You!” TianSimmons is used to arrogance. Over the years, he has become a well-known master
of Taoism by virtue of his ability to refine some low-level elixir that can enhance true energy.

Countless Taoists worship him, and many top rich Chinese also became his believers one after
another and offered him a large amount of incense money. It can be said that he has like the
existence of the stars.

But he never expected that a kid who seemed to have no real energy at all, and who didn’t even
enter the martial arts school, would dare to talk nonsense in front of him, and belittle himself to
nothing!

Furious, he gritted his teeth and said, “Boy, you are looking for death yourself, don’t blame me
for being rude to you!”

After finishing speaking, the heavy fist swung at Charlie.

But Charlie was not afraid at all, let alone dodge, but looked at him provocatively, and said
lightly,“You fight, I will let you know what it means that a strong dragon can’t overwhelm a local
snake, Believe it or not with just one phone call from me, I can make you the most wanted target
in Aurous Hill!”

As soon as Charlie said this, Tianshi's expression suddenly became astonished!

Immediately afterward, he subconsciously stopped the fist he had swung.

It wasn’t that he was afraid of Charlie, but he understood the truth from Charlie’s words,“This kid
must be a local snake in Aurous Hill.”

“Although I am not afraid of him, I am new here and I don’t have any connections. After beating
him, the police will arrest me,”

“I’m afraid it will be difficult for me to stay in Aurous Hill, and in that case, I will delay my most
important purpose of coming to Aurous Hill!”



Thinking of this, he gritted his teeth and said secretly: “Forget it! If you can’t bear it, you will
make a big conspiracy! Let this kid have his life today!”

At this point, TianSimmons withdrew his fist, stared at Charlie, and said with tearing eyes: “Boy!
Today is your fate, I don’t want to kill people here, otherwise, based on your disrespectful words
to me just now, I would have already sent you to see the Supreme Sanqing!”

Charlie spat, and continued to mock ,“Your mouth is quite hard, it’s not that I look down on you,
but fortunately you didn’t do anything!”

“Otherwise, I’ll punch you out on the spot! Then you could only hold your crotch and say that I
didn’t respect you!”

Chapter 5213

“Fuck you!”

At this moment, Master Vail  almost gritted his teeth!

He didn’t expect that the kid in front of him was so cheap, so cheap that it made him want to kill
him!

Obviously, he was the one who spared his dog’s life and let him go, but instead of
acknowledging that, he even said such disrespectful words to him, it was simply a
‘Transgression, which can’t be tolerated’!

However, the more Charlie angered him, the less he dared to fight him.

This is not true, he was afraid of Charlie, mainly because he was afraid of causing public
security incidents here, or even criminal cases.

If that happens, the police will be involved.

Although he is an eight-star martial artist, he would definitely not dare to confront the police in a
metropolis like Aurous Hill.

In his opinion, it was very simple to kill Charlie by himself, just one punch could beat his brains
apart.

However, how to end the fight has become very troublesome.

Once he became a wanted criminal in Aurous Hill, how could he find the whereabouts of
Rejuvenation Pill with peace of mind here?!



Moreover, the reason why he wants Dr. Simmon’s Clinic is that after many inquiries,
He learned that Dr. Simmons  of this Clinic is the most famous traditional doctor in Aurous Hill,
and there are rumors that he once cured a paraplegic with a kind of magic medicine. It’s
amazing.

At that moment, he realized that if this matter was true, then Dr. Simmons  probably had the
same elixir as Sara.

However, he pretended to be a patient a few times before and came to try it out but he found
that although Dr. Simmons  had good medical skills in traditional medicine, he was not proficient
in the way of alchemy, So it was impossible for him to refine the elixir that turned decay into
magic.

So, he moved his crooked mind.

He wanted to use aggressive methods to force Dr. Simmons  to compete with himself in medical
skills and then designed him to lose the clinic.

In this way, if there are capable people behind Dr. Simmons  , he might be able to attract those
capable people.

If Dr. Simmons  didn’t have a capable person behind him, then he would be famous in Aurous
Hill if he beat him in medical skills and occupied his Clinic and with fame, there is also the
capital to quickly gain a foothold in Aurous Hill.

And he is very clear that whether it is medical skills or metaphysics, top talents in these two
fields will become the objects of the pursuit of the rich and powerful.

Once he replaces Dr. Simmons , he will inevitably become a highly sought-after genius doctor in
the eyes of Aurous Hill’s dignitaries, and this will also facilitate his quick integration into Aurous
Hill’s upper-class society, and it will also be convenient for him to inquire about news.

It is precisely because of this that the clinic has become the first battle that he is determined to
win in his eyes.

Although Charlie in front of him is arrogant, Master Vail doesn’t think Charlie will be the capable
person behind Dr. Simmons , but just regards him as a clown.

Right now, this jumping beam clown kept jumping in front of him, really annoyed, but he couldn’t
hit him, So he said with a dark face, “Boy, do you know that I have never had anyone in my life
who dared to talk to me like that?”



Charlie curled his lips, “You husky stick a feather duster in your ass pretend to be a fucking wolf
with a big tail, If you want to pretend to be aggressive, go out to the police station across the
road, don’t fucking upset me here.”

“You!” Master Vail was furious again and raised his hand to hit him, but when he heard that the
police station was on the opposite side, he could only forcibly dispel his impulse, and with
nowhere to vent his anger, he jumped around in place, gnashing his teeth and saying,“Boy! Who
the hell are you, and why do you humiliate this old man over and over again?! In all fairness,
even if you are not afraid of my strength, you have to show me some face when you look at my
age!”

Charlie snorted and said, “You ran up to me like a wild dog in the morning and barked, and
asked me to show your face, who the hell are you?”

After that, Charlie said again: “Come on, tell me what your last name is, why are you here and
where are you going!”

“I…” Master Vail ’s fists were crackling in anger, his body was shaking like a Parkinson’s patient,
he gritted his teeth and said,“My name is Mateo Vail ! In North America, everyone calls me
Master Vail !”

Charlie curled his lips, looked him up and down, and asked, “Ohh! It's you , Master Vail ?”

Mateo gritted his teeth and said, “That’s right! It's me, Master Vail!”

Charlie smacked his lips and said, “Oh, everyone gave you the name Master Vail , you're a big
man, you are a god, you are more powerful than me, so you are stronger than me?”

Mateo thought that Charlie was still deliberately mocking him, and said angrily “Boy, you are
really eloquent! But I’m not in the mood to talk nonsense with you now! I came here today to find
Dr. Simmons , where is he, let him come out and talk to me!”

As soon as the voice fell, Xyla quickly came in.

As she ran, she said to Charlie: “Master Wade, I have done everything you asked me to do!”

Mateo looked at Xyla, and immediately asked: “Girl! Where is your grandfather?! Why did he
say that yesterday? He said he would like to admit defeat and will be a turtle today!”

Xyla snorted: “Old scoundrel, my grandfather is not a turtle! If you want to say a turtle, it has to
be you! You are the one who is desperately sticking his head out to bite someone like a turtle!”

“You…” Mateo turned pale with anger when he thought of Xyla’s description, and cursed angrily,
“Okay! If Dr. Simmons  doesn’t come out, I’ll take his plaque off myself!”



Charlie immediately stopped him, “Wait! You old bastard are really stinky and shameless. What
are you? You dare to come to other people’s clinics to pick up other people’s plaques? Are you
a bandit?”

Mateo said coldly: “Hey, Dr. Simmons , lost yesterday. He lost this Clinic to me, and he is willing
to bet, does he want to break his promise?”

Charlie pouted and said, “Oh, you old bastard, I’m afraid you don’t understand the law? Such a
medical clinic, even the decoration of the house, is still not worth it. If you say that others have
lost millions to you, then you are gambling illegally!”

After finishing speaking, he immediately said to Xyla: “Xyla! Call the police at 110, and I want to
see what the police say!”

Mateo became anxious, stomping his feet and saying, “You…you are obviously playing a
scoundrel!”

Charlie sneered and said: “I’m not playing a scoundrel, you made the bet yourself! What’s more,
I didn’t see how you bet, do you have any witnesses?”

Mateo said coldly: “Of course I have witnesses. Everyone who came yesterday  to see a doctor
is my witness! There is also a woman who volunteered to be our test subject when I competed
with Dr. Simmons , and she can also prove it!”
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Charlie asked again: “Then tell me what was this comparison?”

Mateo said arrogantly: “Compare the pulse! Determine the age of the other party in the first
competition, and who can be accurate in the second competition…”

Charlie interrupted him without waiting for him to finish, and blurted out: “That’s enough, don’t
talk about it, just talk about the first point, I’m curious, how did you set the rules for guessing the
age of your pulse?”

Mateo said coldly: “The rule was that the two of us work together for that the woman takes her
pulse, then writes down the date of birth on a piece of paper, and then asks the woman to take
out her ID card to see whoever writes the date closest to the woman’s actual date of birth will
win!”

Charlie nodded, he asked again: “What about the specific results of your date yesterday?”



Mateo immediately said loudly: “Yesterday, I found out that the woman was born on August 8,
1966, and Dr. Simmons  found out that the woman was born on March 3, 1967.”

“On August 1st, the date of birth on the woman’s ID card was August 15th, 1966! It was only a
week away from the date I proposed!”

Charlie frowned and asked, “Are you so awesome? You assign a number to the other party’s
birthday, and the error is only seven days?”

Mateo snorted and said, “Frog in the well, I can name a lot!”

Charlie curled his lips, stretched out his hand to him, and said, “Come on, you number mine.”

“Take a pulse, look at the year, month and day of my birthday! I can tell you in advance, if the
error is more than seven days, be careful I will slap you in the face!”

Seeing that when Charlie threatened to slap him, he even stretched out his hand to gesture
around his face, Mateo really wanted to tear him into pieces, because he had never suffered
such humiliation in his life.

However, when he thought that he still had important matters in Aurous Hill, and that he would
go to the police station when he went out, even if there was a huge hatred in his heart, he could
only suppress it desperately at this moment.

Seeing that his face was livid and his whole body was like a pressure cooker about to explode,
Charlie sneered: “What’s the matter? Don’t you dare to give me the pulse? I see you old
bastard, yesterday you cheated and won! Why don’t you dare give me my pulse now?”

Charlie originally suspected that Mateo had set up a trick for Dr. Simmons , but seeing that he
turned out to be an eight-star warrior today, he confirmed his guess even more.

An eight-star martial artist must spend most of his time practicing martial arts every day. Even if
such a person has the talent to become a top traditional doctor, he absolutely does not have the
time and opportunity for this.

In this world, there are many top scientists who can win the Nobel Prize, and there are also art
masters who can study a certain musical instrument or a certain painting to perfection, and
there are also many athletes who can practice like sports to become world champions.

However, who has heard of a Nobel Prize winner who can also become the world’s top pianist
and Olympic champion?

Human energy is always limited. Since Mateo is an eight-star martial artist, it is doomed that he
does not have much time and energy to become a leader in other fields.



At this moment, seeing Charlie being aggressive all the time, Mateo felt a little nervous in his
heart.

Although he is a Daoist celestial master, he can be considered a great figure, but for so many
years, his main energy has been devoted to practicing martial arts, and his secondary energy
has been used to study the refining of some low-level Daoist elixir, and he has not gone deep
into it at all.

However, it’s not that he doesn’t know anything about medical skills. After all, the Taoist sect is
good at medical skills, so he is still better than most traditional doctors with limited levels, but
compared with Dr. Simmons , a master of traditional medicine, there is still a big gap.

When he fell in love with Dr. Simmons ’s clinic, and at the same time wanted to occupy the
magpie’s nest and step on Dr. Simmons  to quickly gain a foothold in Aurous Hill, he thought of
digging a hole for Dr. Simmons .

It is precisely because his own medical skills are not as good as Dr. Simmons ’s, so he
deliberately found a few nurses, and then took the opportunity to compete with Dr. Simmons  in
medical skills.

All the female patients who came to see the doctor yesterday were arranged by him. As long as
Dr. Simmons  agreed In the competition with him, no matter who Dr. Simmons  chooses to be
the benchmark of the competition, he was doomed to lose.

But at that time, he had been leading Dr. Simmons  by the nose, and using the witnesses on the
scene to put pressure on him, he didn’t think about it at all.

But Charlie is not Dr. Simmons .

Dr. Simmons  may feel that everything is fine because he chose the benchmark for the
competition from a few patients.

But Charlie felt that this sounded a little tricky.

Seeing that Mateo still didn’t speak, he frowned and said, “Don’t you dare to compete? I think
you are a liar! Before I call the police and arrest you, get out as far as you can!”

Mateo gritted his teeth and said, “Who Say I don’t dare? It’s just that you are Dr. Simmons ’s
person, and you are all in the same boat, what’s the point of me giving you the pulse? Even if I
guess correctly, you will say that I didn’t guess correctly!”

Charlie smiled and directly revealed his identity he took out his ID card, put it on the table
backwards, and withheld his name and date of birth, and said lightly:



“Come on, my ID card is here, you give me a pulse, as long as the date of birth you give out is
the same as my date of birth.”

“If the error of the ID card is within seven days, I will count you as the winner.”

Mateo suddenly became nervous. Things like age itself are not that simple.

Yesterday, he was afraid that Dr. Simmons  would have the ability to determine the age of the
other party, so before he asked them to act, he found the person who issued the fake certificate
in advance,

Gave them fake IDs, and deliberately deviated the birthday from the actual age by a year or two,

For double insurance, not only let Mateo know the answer in advance, but also confuse the real
answer, so that even if Dr. Simmons  is very capable, the age on the number cannot match the
age on the ID card.

So now that Charlie suddenly launched an attack, how could he dare to fight casually?

So, he said in a cold voice: “Hmph! What is an ID card? ID cards can also be faked. In case you
make a fake ID card to deceive me and change the date of birth, you will be as old as I am! It’s
impossible to guess the age on your ID card, so you won’t lose?”

After hearing his question, Charlie asked curiously: “It seems that you don’t like this kind of
junior? What a shame! Could it be that you just relied on this kind of little trick to win Doctor
Shi?”

Mateo immediately denied it: “Of course, I didn’t! I won over Dr. Simmons  because of my real
ability! I just thought, you kid don’t look like a good person at first glance, you probably designed
to cheat me on purpose!”

Charlie nodded: “You are afraid that I will collude with Doctor Simmons to cheat you, right?”

Mateo immediately said: “That’s right!”

“Okay !” Charlie smiled slightly, and said to Xyla: “Xyla, invite all the people I asked you to invite
in!”

Xyla quickly said: “Okay, Master Wade!”

After finishing speaking, she immediately ran out and waved. Soon, a dozen or so women of
different ages were brought in from outside,



Some of whom looked to be in their early twenties and some who looked at least sixty or
seventy years old.

After these people came in, they all stood in a row. Charlie looked at the dumbfounded Mateo,
and said with a smile,“Come on, Master Vail , these ladies are all hired by me from our Aurous
Hill labor market early in the morning.”

They are all casual workers who came here, you come and take their pulses to see if you can
guess their ages correctly, or the rule I just said, your error cannot be greater than seven days.”

Mateo was very flustered in his heart, but he deliberately sarcastically said: “How do I know if
these people are your new babysitters?!

“And I was afraid that you would say that you are a master of gynecology and can only tell
women’s pulse, so I asked Xyla to invite all women.”

Then, Charlie said: “Of course, the most important thing is you regarding the issue of childcare, I
asked Xyla to take them with them early, and they all went to the police station to issue birth
date certificates, and they all affixed the official seal of the police station to ensure that the birth
date certificates issued by the police station were consistent with their birth date on their ID
cards.”

“If you still lie to me and say that you are the babysitter I found, then I will directly invite the
police to come over to be a witness!”

Speaking of this, Charlie simply shook his hands: “Forget it, if you think this is not enough, then I
will Just call a friend to introduce the people in the notary office, and then contact the people in
the TV media, let them come to witness together,”

“And then we will go to the street to randomly select testers under their witness. Choose the
head office? If you can really control everyone’s age difference within seven days, when the TV
station reports it, your reputation will be even higher. Not only can you promote our traditional
medicine, but you can also apply for a new Guinness World Record!”

After speaking, Charlie looked at Mateo and said with a smile, “Look, I have a lot of ways to
make you famous.”

When Mateo heard this, his whole body was struck by lightning.

He never dreamed that the kid in front of him would be so smart! This is almost blocking all of
his roads! Moreover, he also wanted to find the media. He was also a famous figure in North
America. If he lost face in front of the media, wouldn’t his wisdom be ruined?!
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For a while, Maximo was confused, not knowing what to do.

Charlie asked in a cold voice: “What? Don’t you dare? Aren’t you very powerful? You’ve already
called yourself a master of heaven, and you’re scared of such a trivial matter?”

Maximo said with a dark face: “Boy, how could I, Maximo, be scared?”

After that, he changed the subject, sneered arrogantly, and said, “The old man was almost led
by you brat! Yesterday, Dr. Simmons voluntarily competed with me, and he was willing to bet
and admit defeat and logically speaking, he should hand over this Clinic to this old man! But
now he is hiding like a turtle, not daring to see anyone, Isn’t it just to renege on a slick kid like
you to spout nonsense here? What’s more, I already won after getting out of Clinic. Why do you
want to bet with me again? What are you betting with me for?”

Charlie said with a smile: “Old guy, one of us wants to keep pace, but I don’t care about you, I
have secretly captured the entire process just now with a camera. Don’t you just dare not take
on the challenge? It doesn’t matter, I will post these videos online immediately, especially on
overseas networks! Just a Clinic, the investment is only a few million, so what if I give it to you?
As long as you are not afraid of being embarrassed, and not afraid of picking up sesame seeds
and losing watermelon, you can just take this Clinic.”

After finishing speaking, Charlie asked Xyla  again: “Xyla , did I ask you to record the whole
process?”

Xyla  nodded hurriedly and said, “Back to Master Wade, I have recorded it all!”

As she spoke, she took off the black leather bag that was slanted across her body, opened it,
and opened it from the inside. She took out several action cameras and looked at the black
leather bag. There were four or five circular holes all over the body, presumably, they were holes
dug for the action camera lenses.

It’s just that the lens and purse are black, and Maximo’s attention has not been on Xyla , so he
didn’t notice it at all.

Only now did he realize that this kid had set up a three-headed trap for himself!

If he agrees to compete again, then these dozen or so women will definitely let him out, and the
ages of the dozen or so people can’t be guessed correctly, which will indirectly prove that he
cheated yesterday, and he will be ruined by then, but if he doesn’t agree, then this kid will turn
around and upload the video on the Internet, and he will also be ruined in that case too.



“The key is that I can’t kill and silence, so many people are watching, if I really kill and silence, I
am afraid that I will be wanted by the whole country immediately. If I escape from China by
myself, I am afraid that I will be wanted all over the world, and my reputation will also be ruined.”

Only then did Maximo realize how sinister the kid’s intentions were!

So, he thought carefully in his mind: “If I am tough with this kid, I can’t escape a ruinous end.
Instead of doing this, I might as well shake hands with him and make peace. I don’t have any
other losses…”

Thinking of this, Maximo pursed his lips, and said with a pretended magnanimity: “Forget it, I
see that you are deliberately doing this, just to help Dr. Simmons this clinic is here to stay, I will
be more magnanimous today, and this Clinic will be given back to Dr. Simmons, I don’t want it
anymore!”

After finishing speaking, he stroked his beard with one hand and his long gown, and put his
hands behind his back, about to walk out with arrogant strides.

Charlie couldn’t let him fool him, he stood in front of him, and said sarcastically: “Don’t run away,
old man, yesterday you designed to frame Doctor Simmons, which has already affected his
reputation in Aurous Hill, now you turn back can there be such a cheap thing?”

Maximo panicked and asked him: “Then what do you want!”

At this moment, Maximo regretted staring at Dr. Simmons’s clinic!

He didn’t expect that this matter would put him in such a passive state earlier.

So now that he wants to raise his hand and surrender, the other party refuses to let him go.

Charlie looked at Maximo at this time and said with a smile: “I heard from Dr. Simmons that you
made a bet with him yesterday, and the bet was a medicine cauldron. I see that the cloth bag on
your body is bulging. Could it be it?”

Maximo took a step back in fright, clutching his cloth pocket, and blurted out: “You want my
medicine cauldron?!”

Charlie smiled and said, “Hey, you’re wrong to say that, how can you say it’s me who wanted it?
Obviously, you used it as a bet yesterday, but you made a cheat on yesterday’s bet.”

“It stands to reason that cheating is equivalent to losing. If you lose, you have to admit it. If you
admit it then take out the bet stake, is what I said okay?”



Maximo was furious, gritted his teeth, and cursed: “ I don’t want to talk nonsense here! When
did the old man lose?! Obviously, the old man won yesterday, but today the old man is
generous. After all, you are still thinking about asking for the old man’s things, you are so tired of
work!”

After finishing speaking, Maximo’s veins burst into anger, and he shouted angrily: “Boy! Well
water does not violate river water, but if you continue to be aggressive, then don’t blame me for
being ruthless!”

Charlie snorted, and said to the casual workers hired by Xyla : “You have nothing to do here,
you can go.”

They thought it was scary that the two of them were at war with each other, and it was even
more like an amnesty when they heard this, and they ran out one by one.

After everyone had run away, Charlie said to Xyla : “Xyla , go and close the door, this old
bastard won’t be able to leave if he doesn’t take out his bet today!”

Maximo was furious, and he punched Dr. Simmons’s consultation table and smashed the solid
wood consultation table to pieces, then pointed at Charlie and said angrily,“Boy, I think you
really don’t know how to write the word dead!” After saying this he thought to himself This kid
would be so frightened that he would kneel on the ground and kowtow to send himself out but
he never expected that Charlie didn’t care about his identity as an eight-star warrior at all, but
sneered with disdain on his face: “I know how to write death, and I also know how to spell death
and If you don’t take out the bet, I will find a buddy who specializes in human body calligraphy,
and use a knife to engrave the Chinese and English characters of the word ‘death’ on your
wrinkled forehead!”

Maximo has completely frustrated to death by Charlie!

He has been in the world for many years, and he is admired everywhere he goes, but he never
thought that when he came to Aurous Hill, he would meet a young man who didn’t know the
heights of the sky and the earth, and this young man would use a knife to carve words on his
forehead!

He clenched his fists tightly, stared at Charlie, and asked coldly, “Boy, you have seen my
strength, do you really think I dare not to kill you? I will give you a chance to live now, kneel on
the ground and knock ten bangs, and delete all the videos, and I will spare your life, otherwise,
your head will end up like that table!”

Charlie sneered: “Old man, it’s not that I look down on you, it’s just with this little ability, you still
want to beat my head like that, you just want to eat ass!”



Milo completely lost his mind this time, he clenched his teeth and stared at Charlie with
bloodshot eyes, He roared in a cold voice: “Boy, you are fucking courting death!”

After finishing speaking, he swung his fist suddenly, and the strength of the eight-star warrior
was raised to the extreme by him to face the door!

The fist of an eight-star warrior is as strong as a fully loaded heavy truck.

When all the surging power is concentrated on the front of the fist composed of four fingers, this
kind of wind is even more frightening!

Not to mention that Charlie could clearly feel the strong impact of the strong wind, and even
Xyla , who was two meters away, could clearly feel a surge similar to a hurricane blowing
through her face. At this moment, her heart was in a ball, and she couldn’t hide her panic and
blurted out: “Master Wade, be careful!”

Chapter 5216

All the viscera and six internal organs were in pain from the shock of the huge impact.

Dr. Simmons inside heard his granddaughter yelling, and he didn’t care about Charlie’s order to
wait behind, so he ran out anxiously to see what happened.

However, when both the grandfather and granddaughter looked at Charlie and Maximo, they
found that they were still at this moment.

Maximo’s face was ferocious, and his right fist hit Charlie’s face hard.

Charlie, on the other hand, looked indifferent, just stretched out a middle finger in his right hand,
and easily blocked Maximo’s fist in front of him.

Maximo’s expression also changed from murderous and ferocious at this time, too bewildered,
panicked, and horrified…

He couldn’t believe it. It is easy to resist with a middle finger!

And the gesture of raising the middle finger is a universal body language. Seeing this gesture is
equivalent to hearing the other party say: fuck you, or you are an idiot.

However, despite his ever-changing expressions, the only thing he couldn’t change back to was
his previous arrogance.

As Charlie’s smile became more playful, his heart became more fearful.



At this moment, he swallowed hard to moisten his dry and sore throat due to tension.

Afterward, he murmured subconsciously: “How is this possible…how is this possible…I am an
eight-star warrior…”

After finishing speaking, he suddenly raised his head and looked at Charlie in fear: “You… who
are you…”

Charlie smiled: “In the past, when people asked me this question, I would usually tell him, I’m
someone he can’t afford.”

Maximo asked subconsciously: “Then… what about now…”

Charlie sarcastically said with disdain: “Now I’m also someone you can’t afford, it’s still useless
to ask?”

Maximo realized that he was being tricked by Charlie again, but at this moment, even if he was
being tricked by him, he didn’t have any anger in his heart, only fear.

Because Maximo has deeply realized that Charlie’s strength is no longer in the same rank as
him, not even in the same world.

The ancients said that the gnat may shake the tree, which perfectly interprets his mood at this
time.

Maximo took a step back subconsciously, like a three-year-old child who has made a mistake,
and said in fear, “I don’t know Taishan, I offended Master Wade… I hope Master Wade will be
merciful…”

Charlie looked at Maximo and calmly Said, “Come on, let me give you a chance to ask the
question you just asked again.”

Maximo was stunned for a moment, then hurriedly bowed and said: “Master Wade, I am like an
ant in front of you, how dare I offend you and ask Your identity…”

Charlie said with a smile: “Look, when you are not given a chance, you just try to act forcefully,
but when you are given a chance, you are cowardly again, it is useless, Old man.”

Maximo Trembling with fright, he knelt down on the ground with a thud, and said in a trembling
voice, “Master Wade calm down…I really dare not be presumptuous in front of you…”

Charlie smiled and said calmly: “I heard that, You came to Aurous Hill to find clues to a Pill?”



After hearing this, Maximo felt even more heartbroken!

At this moment, he finally understood: “It turns out that I have been targeted by this Master
Wade for a long time… I naively thought that I had set up a trap for Dr. Simmons, but I didn’t
expect that I was put into a trap by this man instead!”

At the same time, he couldn’t help wondering, “Not many people know about the fact that I
came to retrieve a special pill! Except for the people in Evan’s family, only Stefanie brought the
magic medicine to Evan’s family that day… Could it be? This Charlie, does he know them?!”

Thinking of this, a flash of lightning suddenly struck Maximo’s mind, and he suddenly realized,
tremblingly said: “Master Wade…you…you are the one who made the Rejuvenation Pill?!”

The corners of Charlie’s mouth rose slightly: “You’re pretty smart.”

Maximo bowed his head when he heard this, and said in an extremely devout voice, “Maximo,
the thirty-ninth generation successor of Tai Zhen Dao, pays homage to his master!”

Charlie curled his lips: “I’m not from your Taoist sect, let alone a guru.”

Maximo was very surprised: “You…you are not from the Taoist sect?! But… but the art of
alchemy is the secret of the Taoist sect! Can you refine alchemy? The magical medicine like
Rejuvenation Pill must have been deeply passed down by the Taoist sect, how could it not be a
Taoist…”

Charlie snorted: “Alchemy is not a Taoist patent, who said that only Taoist people can refine it?
What’s more, Although you are a member of the Taoist sect, is the alchemy you made reliable?”

“If it is reliable, you might not be able to get my blood-scattering heart-saving pill to save the old
man of the Evans family that day, right?”

Maximo was ashamed, bowed his head, and confessed: “What Master Wade said is very true,
sitting down and watching the sky, but I don’t know that there is a higher and wider world outside
the door, and I still look at Master Wade…”

Charlie nodded: “Don’t say, although you are not young, this is an admission of a mistake. The
attitude is quite good.”

Maximo’s old face was hot and red with embarrassment, but he could only continue to say: “The
sage said, knowing the mistakes can make a big difference, but I have little talent and learning,
but I don’t know how to deal with the big class. If I don’t have a correct attitude now, how can
Master Wade be merciful…”

Charlie said with a smile: “You don’t want to trick me here, I didn’t say to be merciful to you.”



“Yes yes yes…” Maximo nodded his head and said respectfully: “I have no eyesight and
provoke Master Wade first. No matter how Master Wade punishes this subordinate, I dare not
be dissatisfied…”

Charlie with a slight smile nodded and said, “Okay, what you said is good. Next, it’s time to see
the actual action. Where’s the medicine cauldron you used as a bet? Take it out.”

Maximo was stunned. At this moment, the inner struggle.

Seeing his hesitation, Charlie snorted and said with a smile, “What? It’s already this time, why
can’t you be willing to admit defeat?”

Maximo shuddered violently!

At this time, he finally realized a reality, that is, his life is in danger now, what’s the use of
guarding the medicine cauldron?

Thinking of this, he made up his mind, took off the cloth bag from his body, held it in front of
Charlie with both respectful hands, and said humbly:

“Master Wade, this is a medicine cauldron that has been passed down for nearly a thousand
years in the lower division. I would like to give it to you as an apology!”

Charlie didn’t take the cloth bag, but looked at him with interest, and asked, “Do you really want
to give it to me?”

Maximo gritted his teeth and said respectfully: “Yes, I really want to give it to Master Wade!”

Charlie asked him with a smile: “Is it true?”

Maximo nodded: “It is true!”

Charlie asked again: “You don’t regret it?”

The painful blood gushed out like a fountain, but he still nodded heavily: “No… I don’t regret it!”

Charlie smiled with satisfaction: “Since you are so sure, then I will reluctantly accept it!”

Chapter 5217

When Charlie said that it was difficult to accept it, Maximo felt that his blood was about to bleed
dry.



This medicinal cauldron was passed down by the ancestors of Tai Zhen Dao. For hundreds of
thousands of years, dozens of patriarchs of Tai Zhen Dao have used this medicinal cauldron to
make alchemy.

Seeing that the treasure, which has been handed down for thousands of years, was taken away
by Charlie, Maximo felt that after his death, he would have no face to see the ancestors who
were too virtuous but right now he has no room for turning around, this thing has already been
in Charlie’s hands, he can’t beat him, talk to him, or scold him, his whole body is completely
crushed in front of Charlie.

Therefore, Maximo’s current thinking is that if he can save his life in this situation, it will be
considered as the blessing of the patriarch, so how can he have the heart to get back the
medicine cauldron?

So, he could only smile and said respectfully: “Master Wade, you just accept it, this medicine
cauldron will be yours from now on…”

Charlie nodded, and while untying the cloth pocket, he revealed the ancient clothes inside. The
three-legged bronze tripod glanced at Maximo, and said, “You promised yourself. I’m not
cheating on you, am I ?”

He then asked again: “Are you doing it voluntarily?”

Maximo nodded, letting his tears fall on the ground, and kept saying, “It’s voluntary, it’s
voluntary…”

Charlie nodded in satisfaction: “It’s voluntary.”

Then he took the three-legged medicinal cauldron out of the cloth pocket.

As the three-legged medicinal cauldron was taken out, there was also a faint smell of medicinal
materials.

Charlie looked at the caldron in front of him and couldn’t help but sigh that this thing is indeed
very exquisitely made. The shape of the vessel is simple, and the lines are round, which makes
him feel pleasing to the eye, and everything is so well-proportioned.

Moreover, the whole body of this thing is shiny and extremely smooth, and it feels very smooth
to the touch. Don’t know if it’s because the material is good, or because Tai zhen dao and the
patriarchs made it well.

However, Charlie didn’t think there was anything special about this medicinal cauldron.



After all, he had seen a lot of antiques. If you want to say that the ancient copper and bronze
wares are more elegant than this medicinal cauldron, it won’t be wrong. Those bronze wares
known as national treasures are not one in a million.

Just when Charlie thought that this was most likely an ancient souvenir, he subconsciously
poured a little spiritual energy into it to test it. This test didn’t matter, he just felt the medicine
cauldron humming and shaking in his hand!

However, the other people around him did not notice the change in the medicine cauldron.

Immediately afterward, Charlie realized that inside the medicine cauldron, there was an
extremely complicated formation, just like his own soul-piercing blade and thunderbolt, all
formations were stored in the magic weapon, and the formation was activated by aura method
to achieve the effect of the formation.

Charlie didn’t know what kind of formation was in this medicine cauldron, but he felt that the
rotation speed was astonishingly fast, as if it was especially used to condense some kind of
material.

Combined with this thing, it looks like a medicine cauldron for refining medicine, so he
immediately came to the conclusion: this should be a special magic weapon for refining
medicine with spiritual energy!

At this moment, his heart suddenly surged with excitement.

Before refining medicine, he used spiritual energy to condense medicinal materials directly. The
reason why he didn’t use any utensils was that the strength of ordinary utensils simply couldn’t
bear the temperature of spiritual energy when refining medicinal materials for a long time.

Moreover, according to the “Apocalyptic Scriptures”, although the medicine cauldron has no
offensive power, it is considered to be relatively difficult in the magic weapon, and the internal
formation of the medicine cauldron of this magic weapon level can be the blessing of aura.

The efficacy of medicinal materials can be better refined, and even achieve the effect of
sublimation.

In other words, if Charlie takes the materials of the Rejuvenation Pill and refines them with
spiritual energy, the result will be an ordinary Rejuvenation Pill, but if he puts the medicinal
materials into this medicine cauldron and refines it, the result will be Rejuvenation Pill Plus.

The efficacy of Rejuvenation Pill Plus must be stronger than Rejuvenation Pill, but how much
stronger depends on the rank of the medicine tripod itself.

Refining medicine, in some respects, is very similar to iron smelting.



If it’s just refining medicine with spiritual energy, it’s like the ancients smelting iron. Although
high-calorie charcoal is used with a bellow, it can barely reach the temperature required for iron
smelting, but because the temperature is not enough, the quality of the smelted iron is below the
high temperature of modern industry. In front of the blast furnace, it was still a lot worse.

And this medicine cauldron is equivalent to a blast furnace in modern iron smelting!

The same iron ore, if the most primitive method is used, can only make some swords, but if it is
smelted from modern blast furnaces, it can be used to make aircraft, cannons, and even aircraft
carriers.

Moreover, to make alchemy with bare hands, you can only refine some low-grade pills. Once
you reach the middle and high grades, you must have a medicine cauldron to refine them.
Therefore, this thing is also of great significance to Charlie’s future development!

At this time, Charlie was naturally very happy.

However, he was also a little curious. This Maximo was just a Taoist priest who practiced martial
arts and had no aura at all. How could he use this medicine cauldron to refine medicine?

Thinking of this, Charlie couldn’t help asking: “Master Vails, I’m curious to ask you, what do you
usually use this thing for?”

Maximo’s eyes were fixed on the medicine cauldron, eyes full of reluctance and pain, muttering
in his mouth: “I usually use this medicine cauldron to make some decoctions, or elixir for
beginners.”

“To be more straightforward, how do you use this medicinal cauldron?”

Maximo explained: “It is to add some charcoal fire to the bottom of the cauldron, then pour the
medicinal materials and water into it, and boil it with a slow fire…in fact, It’s the same as cooking
traditional Chinese medicine in a casserole…”

“Using charcoal fire?” Charlie was startled and flipped over the three-legged medicine cauldron,
and sure enough, he saw traces of being blackened by charcoal fire at the bottom, and it
seemed that it was burned by a charcoal fire.

Smoked roasting is no longer a few years, decades, or maybe even hundreds of years.

Charlie couldn’t help thinking in his heart: “Damn it, these stupid Taoist priests of the Tai zhen
Dao actually use charcoal fire to burn the magic weapon, it’s really a waste of nature!”



Thinking of this, he asked again: “Could it be that your patriarchs used this medicinal cauldron
with charcoal fire to make alchemy?”

“That’s right.” Maximo said subconsciously, “The medicine cauldron was originally used in this
way. If this medicinal material is boiled with fire without adding water, how can there be any
other way to refine it into an elixir? Is it possible to use the three flavors mentioned in the myth?”
Really hot?”

Charlie couldn’t help laughing.

It seems that Tai Zhen Dao got this medicinal cauldron by accident, and he didn’t know how to
use it at all.

It can also be seen from this that in the thousands of years of Taizhen Dao’s history, there are
so many generations of descendants, no one can master the spiritual energy, and it is indeed a
bit sad to think about it.

Chapter 5218

However, Charlie couldn’t help wondering, “Since so many people in Tai Zhen Dao don’t know
the actual usage of this medicinal cauldron, why do they regard this as the treasure of the sect?”

Thinking of this, he deliberately asked Maximo, “What’s the difference between your medicine
tripod and the casserole used by ordinary people to cook medicine? You say it looks good, and
it’s not very good-looking in bronze. Do you think it has any other cultural value?”

“There is not even a model on it, even if it is old, it can’t be sold at a high price, why do you still
treat it as a treasure? Is there any secret in it that outsiders don’t know?”

“This… …” Maximo didn’t want to say it at first, because, after all, this is a secret that is not
passed on by the teacher But he changed his mind and thought: “Keep the fuck out of it, the
tripod is gone, what’s the mystery of the teacher’s sect…”

“I might as well have a real relationship with this bastard surnamed Wade, maybe I can also get
a little preferential treatment from him…”

Thinking of this, he immediately blurted out, “Master Wade, the magic of this medicine cauldron
does not lie in the simple cooking of medicine! It lies in the fact that you take the same medicinal
materials and the same amount of medicine is boiled together in it and other vessels and the
medicinal effect of the medicine boiled in it is stronger than the medicine boiled in other
vessels!”



Hearing Maximo’s answer, Charlie couldn’t help asking curiously: “If you cook medicine with a
slow fire, the medicine it cooks will be more effective than others?”

“Yes!”

Maximo nodded repeatedly, and explained: “And this kind of effect is very miraculous, no matter
whether you use it to make a decoction or use it to boil medicinal paste to make an elixir, it can
make your finished medicine more powerful!”

After speaking, Maximo said again: “You can say, I am now prescribing a prescription, this
prescription can nourish yin and nourish yang, and make a man regain his glory. If it is boiled in
an ordinary casserole,”

“It may take three days and nine medicines to take effect. It only takes six doses of medicine in
two days to have the same effect in this cauldron.”

Maximo was a little excited when he said this, and he explained with enthusiasm: “This is not
the most important thing, the most important thing is that the nature of this medicine will also
undergo a qualitative change.”

Let’s take those rich men in their seventies and eighties as an example. If the same prescription
is not brewed with this medicinal cauldron, even if he drinks it for a month, he can at most be
able to sing every night, but the quality of this night is not good. That is to say, the speed of
regaining his glory, he can only reach 60 points, which is barely a pass;”

“However, if he drinks the medicine brewed from this medicine cauldron, he will not only be able
to sing every night, but he will regain his glory.”

“At that level, it can reach 70 points or even 75 points! This is very powerful! It not only
concentrates the effect of the medicine but also sublimates it.”

Xyla, who was on the side, couldn’t help but listen to his serious introduction. Her face turned
red with embarrassment, and she couldn’t help but spit in a low voice: “Bah! The obscene monk.
You are evil! You are disrespectful!”

Maximo was suddenly embarrassed, and he quickly explained: “Everyone… I don’t mean
anything else. Just to make an analogy…”

Charlie knew people like Maximo, although he was very powerful and a Taoist disciple, he was
actually very worldly, and he only wanted to use what he had learned to cater to the rich and
powerful, just like the so-called eminent monks who are keen to preach for the rich and famous
are the same.



On weekdays, he must come into contact with some rich nobles. After these wealthy and nobles
have reached the peak of their material life, they will definitely enter the kind of people who seek
to be young when they are old,

To be healthy when they are sick, to be strong when they are impotent, and to be reborn after
death. And a person like Maximo is an expert who can meet their needs to a certain extent, so
he must have some means in this regard.

However, Charlie doesn’t care about these things. What he cares about is that this medicine
cauldron can be improved by cooking medicine with a slow fire. It must be that its magic lies not
only in the internal formation but also in its special material.

If that’s the case, wouldn’t he be able to get the double blessing of materials and formations if
he used spiritual energy to refine medicine?

Thinking of this, Charlie became even more excited. Seeing Maximo’s submissive appearance,
he was not as disgusted as before, so he asked him: “By the way, what services do you usually
provide for those powerful people?”

Maximo said truthfully: “Master Wade, what I can provide is nothing more than healing the living,
saving the dead, strengthening the body, self-cultivation, feng shui secrets, fortune-telling, and
dream interpretation and thanks to this medicinal cauldron and the prescriptions left by the
masters of Tai Zhen Dao, the medicines refined are still somewhat famous in the circle of
dignitaries, so as time goes by, they have been mixed up with the name of a celestial master…”

Charlie nodded and asked, “I heard that you are acquainted with the Evans Family in the United
States?”

Maximo said without hesitation: “Yes… the old lady of the Evans Family began to convert to
Taoism 20 years ago, and it was introduced by one of my clients at that time.”

“Then she became a lay Buddhist of Tai Zhen Dao, besides often preaching for her deceased
daughter and son-in-law, she often asked me to help with divination, as if she wanted to find out
the whereabouts of her grandson…”

Charlie was stunned, and couldn’t help feeling a little bit Moved, he immediately asked him,
“How was your divination for her?”

“Divination…” Maximo said awkwardly: “I am proficient in divination to some extent, but the
combination of her grandson’s name and birth date, it is really strange that I couldn’t figure out
why…”

Charlie heard this, he couldn't help shaking his head secretly, even Orian Exeor, who has
studied Feng Shui secrets all his life, couldn’t figure out his information, not to mention Maximo,



a half-hearted Taoist but from Charlie’s objective point of view, Maximo is indeed a master. In
the Taoist temple, this person has to learn Taoism, manage it, and practice martial arts hard. But
even so, he can not only achieve the strength of the eight-star warrior, but he can also master
certain medical skills and divination techniques, which is enough to prove that he is a very smart
and talented person.

If he were a person of other martial arts, even if he spent all his life practicing martial arts, it
would be impossible to reach the height of an eight-star martial artist.

At this time, Maximo thought that Charlie asked about Evan’s family, and then recalled that
Stefanie took the elixir he gave to save the old man of Evan’s family, so he thought that he
wanted to make friends with Evan’s family,

So he quickly said courteously: “Master Wade, Mrs. Evans talked with me on the phone a few
days ago, and she said that she will come to Aurous Hill in a while, if you want to get to know
Evan’s family, I can help you get started.”

Charlie frowned: “You said Mrs. Evan is coming to Aurous Hill?”

“Yes.” Maximo said, “Not only the old lady, but the old man and other members of the Evans
Family will also come, Anyway, that’s what the old lady said on the phone, and she knows I
came to Aurous Hill one step earlier, so said hello to me and asked me if I found anything here.”

Speaking of this, Maximo suddenly thought of something, and suddenly realized, “Oh, oh!
Master Wade, if you want to get to know the Evans Family, how can I help you… I guess the
Evans Family came to Aurous Hill because they wanted to find you, After all, it was your elixir
that saved the old man’s life! There is a high probability that they are coming to Aurous Hill to
ask for your favor!”

Charlie’s heart suddenly became tangled.

He also knew very well that if his grandparents came to Aurous Hill, their purpose must be to
find him.

It’s just that Maximo didn’t understand the details, and didn’t know that he had three identities
with the Evans Family.

The first level of identity is naturally the grandson of the Evans Family, the second level of
identity is the lifesaver of the Evans Family at Stefanie’s concert and the third level is the real
owner of the blood-saving heart pill.

Maximo thought that the Evans Family came to find his third identity, but Charlie knew very well
that if his grandparents came to Aurous Hill, they must have come for his first identity!



They just want to start from Aurous Hill and find his whereabouts again.

Thinking of this, Charlie couldn’t help feeling a little apprehensive.

He wasn’t ready to meet his grandparents’ family yet.

What’s more, the enemy was ahead, and he didn’t want to cause trouble before that.

He has just begun to touch the peripheral forces of the Warriors’ Den and has not followed the
copper mines in Cyprus and the smelters in Turkey to trace upstream.

At this time, Charlie hopes to develop in Aurous Hill in a low-key manner, while improving his
strength and influence.

If the Evans Family come to him at this time, on the one hand, they might find clues about him in
Aurous Hill, on the other hand, his actions would definitely attract the attention of the Warriors’
Den!

Chapter 5219

Frankly speaking, Charlie didn’t want his grandparents to come to Aurous Hill but he also
understands that this matter may not be within his control.

After thinking about it again and again, he looked at Maximo in front of him, and suddenly he
had a plan, and said, “Send a message to the old lady right now and tell her that you have made
a fortune for the Evans Family and think that Evan’s visit to Aurous Hill this time will be a serious
threat. Let her think carefully and tell her it is best to withdraw this decision.”

Maximo asked in surprise: “Master Wade… If you gave the pill that Miss Sun took that day, why
did you avoid seeing the Evans Family yourself?”

Charlie said lightly: “I have my own considerations, so you don’t need to talk too much.”

Maximo nodded resentfully, but the next moment, his eyes rolled, and he suddenly remembered
something, and blurted out: “I remembered! That Miss Sun, she is not just as simple as a
celebrity…she has another identity, she is the fiancee of that grandson of Evan’s family!”

After speaking, he looked at Charlie with wide eyes and said in amazement: “Could it be…Could
it be…you are Mrs. Evan’s grandson Charlie who has been missing for many years?!”

Hearing Maximo’s words, Charlie was slightly taken aback, he didn’t expect that he knew his
name and could guess his identity.



However, he did not hide anything, and said directly,“You guessed right, I am Charlie Wade.”

“My God!” Maximo only felt dizzy for a while, and then quickly said: “Master Wade, look at this
matter It’s making a fuss… You are in plain sight and the family doesn’t know the family!”

Charlie said coldly, “Who is your family?”

Maximo hurriedly said, “Master Wade, I and your Grandma have a very close personal
relationship. Over the years, she has asked me to do many rituals, all of which are done for you!
Either to pray for you or to show you the way, I have even done rituals to call from the
Underworld Your file, to see if you are still alive…”

Charlie sarcastically said, “Can you still talk to the underworld?”

Maximo sneered and said: “Oh, religious ceremony…religious ceremony… I don’t have that
ability. To put it bluntly, isn’t it just to help your grandma take a formality and give her
psychological comfort. And I have always told the old lady, ‘Let me tell you, old lady, your
grandson is not ordinary. You see, I am so capable that I can’t figure out the reason for his
divination. Presumably, it is impossible for your grandson to be crossed in the book of life and
death of Lord Hades.’ Because of what I said, the old lady has always believed that you are still
alive!”

Speaking of this, he said with a smile,“Master Wade, to tell you the truth, I have spent so much
time on you for so many years, even if I have no credit, Is it not a bit of hard work? Even if there
is no hard work, then I have practiced divination for so many years just for you…”

Charlie said lightly: “You don’t want to talk nonsense here, just stop it now. I said, send a
message to my grandmother.”

Maximo did not dare to neglect, quickly took out his mobile phone, and sent a message to the
old lady, the content of the message was:

Mrs. Evans, I just made a hexagram, and the hexagram showed, If you and your family come to
Aurous Hill in the near future, there is a bad omen. To be cautious, I suggest that you and your
family wait for a while.

As soon as the message was sent, the old lady called right after.

Maximo looked at Charlie, and asked tentatively, “Master Wade, do you think I should answer or
not? If I answer, what should I say?”

Charlie said: “Accept! After accepting, it will still be the same rhetoric, Just say that they should
not come to Aurous Hill in the near future!”



Maximo nodded, connected the phone, and at the same time turned on the loudspeaker very
tactfully.

On the phone, Grandma’s voice came, and she asked anxiously: “Master Vail, you just said in
the message that there is a bad omen when we go to Aurous Hill this time. I don’t know what
the specific situation is?”

Maximo could only talk nonsense, “I watched the stars at night and made a fortune for Evan’s
family. The divination shows that Aurous Hill is a great danger to Evan’s family, so let me tell you
quickly that it is best not to come here in the near future.”

Mrs. Evans thought for a moment and said seriously: “Master Vail, the Evans Family is already
preparing to come to Aurous Hill. This time, we are coming to Aurous Hill to find my grandson, I
think he disappeared in Aurous Hill back then, so we decided to start this year. Restart bit by bit,
so we have to go to this elf, I wonder if you can resolve this disaster?”

Maximo looked at Charlie awkwardly, and then said bravely: “Mrs. Evans, it’s not that I am bad
at learning, it’s just that the omen you encountered this time is too strong, and it is beyond my
ability to solve it…”

Old lady Evans fell into silence.

Maximo quickly hit the rails while it was still ho, “Mrs. Evans, in my opinion, the best way for you
now is to temporarily put aside your plan to come to Aurous Hill and wait for a while to see the
situation and according to your divination, if there is any change in your fortune, I will definitely
notify you as soon as possible!”

The old lady Evansn on the other end of the phone said, “I appreciate Master Vail’s kindness,
but about Aurous Hill, the Evans Family still has to come.”

Maximo hurriedly said: “Mrs. Evans, you must think carefully about this matter!”

Mrs. Evans smiled slightly and said seriously: “To tell you the truth, the Evans Family just
experienced an unprecedented crisis in the United States some time ago. A benefactor stepped
forward and saved the lives of everyone in the Evans Family, That crisis was a time bomb
buried in the Evans Family many years ago. Thanks to him, our family was saved. I believe this
is also the luck brought to me by my great-grandson, We will go to Aurous Hill this time to find
him. I believe he will also bless us when we meet again. Bad luck turned good.”

“This…” Maximo suddenly didn’t know how to continue persuading, because he could hear that
although the old lady said these words with a smile, her tone was very firm, and she definitely
couldn’t be persuaded by just a few words.



So, he looked at Charlie with an inquiring look, wondering if Charlie could do anything, or if he
had any new instructions.

Hearing what grandma said at this time, Charlie couldn’t help sighing silently and then waved to
Maximo, signaling to let it go.

Maximo then said to the old lady: “Mrs. Evans, since you insist, then I will stop dissuading you.
When you all arrive in Aurous Hill, don’t forget to contact me!”

“Okay!” The wife said with a smile: “Then Master Vail, let’s meet in Aurous Hill.”

Maximo said again and again: “Okay Mrs. Evans, see you in Aurous Hill!”

After hanging up the phone, he said helplessly, “Master Wade, I really tried my best!”

“Already…”

Charlie waved his hand, and said lightly: “It’s okay, I don’t blame you.”

After that, he looked at Maximo and asked him: “I don’t know what you are planning now. You
wanted to come to me and now you found me. Now, shouldn’t you also prepare to go back to
the United States?”

“Back to America?!”
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Maximo burst into tears when he heard this.

The first thought that flashed into his mind was excitement.

After all, Charlie is willing to let him go back to the United States, which means that he will not
take his life, nor will he imprison him.

So he asked excitedly: “Can I?”

Seeing his excited appearance, Charlie couldn’t help laughing secretly.

In fact, he didn’t plan to kill Maximo, he just played tricks with Dr. Simmons Although he was
indiscriminate, he was not guilty enough to deserve death.



What’s more, he handed over the medicine cauldron, although he was reluctant, he was still
willing to gamble and admit defeat.

In addition, he has some personal friendships with his grandmother. If he recognizes his
grandmother in the future and talks about him as a friend, he will be killed by himself or
imprisoned in the dog farm by himself, which is a bit unreasonable.

Moreover, I am currently employing people, so it would be great if an old Taoist who has been in
North America for so many years and has the title of “Master Vail” in the upper class can be
used himself.

Therefore, when he asked Maximo whether he wanted to return to the United States, it was just
a small test.

He guessed that if Maximo was really a smart person, he would never immediately seize the
opportunity to return to the United States at this time.

Really.

As soon as Maximo said “Can I?”, the next second, he suddenly felt wronged and wanted to die.

He couldn’t help but think to himself in his heart: “Dmn, I came all the way to find Charlie, hoping
to get a powerful panacea to improve my strength, or to learn from Charlie to learn more. The
powerful way of alchemy, I will look for opportunities to refine some powerful pills when I go
back but who would have thought that this stealing chicken will not be a waste of rice, but if I
don’t find it, I haven’t learned the alchemy technique, and instead gave the ancestral medicine
cauldron to him. If I just leave like this, wouldn’t it be worse for me?”

However, he dared not say that, he just faltered and couldn’t explain why.

Charlie said with a smile at this time: “How about this, Master Vail, although you gave me this
medicine cauldron voluntarily, but I don’t like to owe favors to others, why don’t I arrange a
special plane for you today? I will send you back to the United States in the afternoon, and you
should tell my grandma in advance that you have other plans when you go back, so you won’t
wait for them here.”

Knowing that Charlie wasn’t going to kill him, Maximo suddenly didn’t want to just leave. So he
can only say bitterly: “Master Wade, to tell you the truth, I have been concentrating on retreat for
the next few years and have no time to take care of my work. The internal talents have withered
and there is nothing to do, so I…”

Speaking of this, Maximo did not dare to express his intention to stay in Aurous Hill temporarily.



Charlie saw him for a long time, but there was no result, so he asked him with a smile: “Do you
want to say that it is meaningless to go back, so you plan to stay in Aurous Hill for a while?”
Maximo heard this.

He was overjoyed at the moment, and subconsciously slapped his thigh: “Master Wade is right!
This is what I mean!”

After speaking, he looked at Charlie anxiously, waiting for his statement.

Charlie was not angry at this time, but smiled slightly, and said: “Master Vail, let me stroke it for
you to see if this is right.”

Maximo hurriedly said: “Master Wade, please tell me!”

Charlie nodded and continued: “Look, the purpose of your coming to Aurous Hill is nothing more
than to find out who made the two pills of Rejuvenation Pill and Blood Dispersing and Heart
Saving Pill and now you have succeeded. Now that you have found me, then your purpose of
coming to Aurous Hill this time has already been achieved. Now that the purpose has been
achieved, what are you doing here?”

Hearing Charlie’s irrefutable words, Maximo felt depressed. He was trembling a little, his lips
were trembling all the time, and he wished that his teeth would start to collide involuntarily in the
mouth.

Maximo naturally didn’t want to leave, but he didn’t know how to speak to Charlie at all.

After all, he was also afraid that Charlie would suddenly repent if he made progress, and if he
killed himself again, wouldn’t it be a big loss?

At this moment, Charlie suddenly changed the topic, “By the way, Master Vail, how long have
you stayed in the realm of eight-star warriors?”

Maximo said respectfully, “Master Wade…I stay in the realm of lower eight-star warriors for a
while. It’s been sixteen years…”

Charlie asked curiously: “Then how old are you this year?”

Maximo said: “Next year you will be sixty-two!”

Charlie said: “You have already reached the eight-star martial artist in your forties? It seems that
your cultivation speed is very good!”

Maximo said with a sneer: “To tell you the truth, although my alchemy technique is shallow, but
fortunately, the teacher has passed down a relatively complete set of martial arts mentality,



compared to most A sect that doesn’t even have a complete mental method, naturally has
greater potential.”

“Besides, there are some shining points in our superficial alchemy technique. Among our
ancestors, there was also an alchemy master.”

“Everyone, I don’t know what method he used to refine a batch of panacea. This kind of
medicine can strengthen the body and cure all diseases for ordinary people. Limited but better
than nothing;”

“There were five pills when it was handed to me, but I claimed that there were only three pills. In
fact, I ate other pills myself and the other pill was sold to a rich man a few years ago. It does
have the effect of medicine to cure illnesses, so it has also given some fame to this
life-extending pill.”

“The last pill is when your grandfather was seriously ill. I took it for him, but it may be because
your grandfather’s illness was too heavy, so it didn’t have any effect.”

Charlie nodded slightly, although he hadn’t seen what kind of life-extending pill he had, but it
was speculated that the medicine was more effective than his own Blood Dispersing and Heart
Saving pill but worse than Huichundan.

So, he asked Maximo: “Master Vail, are you willing to serve me from today? If you are willing, I
will naturally not treat you badly.”

As soon as Maximo heard this, he immediately said ecstatically: “I am willing! I am willing!”

After finishing speaking, he immediately knelt on the ground and said respectfully: “Master
Wade, Maximo, I wish to follow you forever, Allegiance to you, if there is any betrayal, there will
be a thunderbolt!”

At this time, Maximo has realized that Charlie’s strength is much stronger than his, and from this
point alone, he is worth following.

What’s more, Charlie still has a more powerful elixir in his body, which may be five times or ten
times more effective than his life-sustaining elixir.

Not only that, Charlie is also the grandson of the Evans Family, and his background is also very
strong.

So, no matter how he looks at it, Charlie is the strongest among the strong.

Maximo couldn’t help thinking to himself, “If I really want to be a dog’s leg, I have to be the dog’s
leg of a real boss like Charlie.”



“With such a big man, I still worry that I can’t break through my cultivation?”

Seeing his pious attitude, Charlie slightly nodded his head, he said calmly: “Since you are
willing, you will stay in Aurous Hill to listen to my orders.”

Maximo knelt on the ground and said excitedly: “This subordinate Maximo, for Master Wade, will
follow everything!”

Charlie nodded and smiled, as he took out a blood-scattering and heart-saving pill from his
pocket, handed it to him, and said lightly,“You take this pill, go back to your temporary
residence, take it, and refine the medicinal power, In the final stage of your life, this elixir will
definitely help you enter the Great Consummation of the Ming Realm!”

Chapter 5221

Hearing Charlie’s words, Tianshi felt as if struck by lightning and was speechless in a daze.

After a long while, he asked Charlie with an expression of disbelief:

“Wade…Master Wade…this…this pill can make me enter the Great Consummation of the Ming
Realm?!

“With your current cultivation situation, the efficacy of this elixir is enough to allow you to achieve
a breakthrough.”

Tianshi still couldn’t believe it, and asked in surprise:

“What kind of elixir is this, it can be so magical?”

Charlie smiled and said: “This is the Blood Dispersing Heart Saving Pill, you should have seen it
before.”

Tianshi asked in horror: “Master Wade… this… this is… the Blood Dispersing Heart-Saving Pill
that saved your grandfather that day?”

“This medicine can be called a panacea. It can bring the dead back to life! Are you really going
to give it to me?!”

On that day, Tianshi settled down in his home and witnessed the power of the Blood Dispersing
Heart-Saving Pill in bringing back life.



After all, he had taken the Life-Extending pill from the master and he had also seen the huge
difference between Mr. Evan’s consumption of the Life-Extending pill and the Blood Dispersing
Heart-Saving pill.

Therefore, he knew very well in his heart that the strength of the Blood Dispersing Heart Saving
Pill might be ten or dozens of times stronger than his master’s Life-Extending Pill.

And this is also the biggest driving force for him to travel thousands of miles to Aurous Hill.

But he never thought that the first time he met Charlie and Charlie would simply give him such a
precious elixir, and at the last second because he set up a trick for Tianqi, and he was caught by
Charlie.

So, he tentatively asked nervously: “Master Wade…why did you send such a valuable elixir to
your subordinates?”

Charlie smiled lightly: “Since you have sworn allegiance to me, you are my subordinates. Let
this elixir be my gift to you.”

Tianshi was apprehensive, but when he found Charlie’s expression was serious,

He didn’t seem to be joking with him, and he became very excited again.

This blood-dispersing and heart-saving pill is of great significance to him.

In the past two hundred years of Tai Zhen Dao, no one has been able to break through the
eight-star martial artist and enter the Great Perfection of the Bright Realm, let alone step into the
Dark Realm.

Therefore, he also once thought that he might be the same as the masters and that he would
not be able to enter the Ming Realm Dzogchen in this life.

But now, Charlie told him that he only needed such an elixir to achieve a breakthrough, which
made him ecstatic!

So, he took the elixir respectfully with both hands, and said in an extremely pious tone, “Master
Wade, your great kindness and virtue, I will never forget it!”

Charlie waved his hand slightly, and said, “Okay, there is no need to be polite to me here, Hurry
up and take the elixir and go back to the place where you live and concentrate on breaking
through.”

“After the breakthrough, come to the clinic again to find Doctor Simmons and report to him.”



The reason why Tianshi was asked to come to Tianqi’s Clinic to report to Tianqi, Is to place his
position under Tianqi for the time being, on the one hand, to frustrate Tianshi’s spirit of eight-star
fighters and on the other hand, to give Tianqi a step up.

Tianshi also knew that Charlie had his own considerations, so he immediately said without
hesitation: “This subordinate obeys orders!”

Immediately, he looked at Tianqi very ashamedly, and said: “Doctor Simmons, The previous
competitions were just a joke little trick, your medical skills are definitely far superior to someone
Vail’s.”

“My previous behavior is really out of line, and I hope you don’t see me in the same way!”

Tianqi said quickly: “Master Vail, you are welcome. From now on, you will be Master Wade’s
person, Now, we are friends, so there is no need to mention the previous things.”

Seeing Tianqi’s generosity, Tianshi quickly bowed and said, “Master Simmons, i will stay in
Aurous Hill from now on. If you need my help with anything, you can contact me at any time.”

“No problem!” Tianqi said and nodded politely.
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Tianshi turned around and looked at Charlie again, bowed, and said, “Master Wade, if you have
no other orders for the time being, The subordinates will go back to the hotel for retreat first.”

Charlie nodded: “Go, if there is anything at my grandmother’s side remember to report any new
trends to me as soon as possible.”

“Your subordinates understand!”

Tianshi nodded heavily and then left Tianqi’s Clinic gratefully.

After Tianshi left, Tianqi finally breathed a sigh of relief, and couldn’t help sighing, “Thanks to
Master Wade, you showed up in time, Otherwise, my clinic would have been deceived by this
Master Vail.”

Charlie said with a smile: “It doesn’t matter, if he really took it, I could get it back for you.”

After that, Charlie said again: “Dr. Simmons got set up like by Tianshi and the reputation and
popularity will definitely be affected a little but the more this is the case, the more difficult it is to
explain it to the public, Otherwise there will be a possibility that the description will become
darker and darker.”



“Therefore, Doctor Simmond will pretend to be stupid about this matter.”

“No matter who asks, he will know nothing about it. In order not to be caught by the pigtails, The
memory of the public is at most a week, as long as this week is passed, this matter will be
considered a turning point, once the turn is over, we must regain the lost word of mouth and
popularity as soon as possible.”

Tianqi said without hesitation: “Master Wade, don’t worry, I will go all out to restore the
reputation and popularity of Tianqi’s Clinic as soon as possible.”

Xyla was also very happy, holding Charlie’s arm excitedly, shaking it, and said with a smile: “Mr.
Wade! Finally, I don’t have to leave Aurous Hill! Thank you, Master Wade!”

“It’s all up to you to help me and my grandfather turn the tide!”

Charlie smiled slightly: “You don’t need to be so polite, In Aurous Hill, no one can bully friends of
mine.”

Xyla was so excited, he held Charlie’s arm and said happily: “Master Wade is the most
powerful!”

Tianqi said at this time emotionally, “I didn’t have the face to tell you at first and wanted to tell
you after leaving Aurous Hill quietly.”

“Fortunately, Xyla called you for help. Otherwise, I’d have given the clinic over.”

Charlie smiled and said, “In the future, if you encounter such a thing, firstly, Don’t bother and
don’t take the bait, and secondly, notify me as soon as possible.”

After that, he looked at the time, then he said to the two, “Okay, you should take the time to
unpack again and prepare for business.”

“I want to find a quiet place to study Tianshi’s medicinal cauldron carefully, so I will leave first.”

Hearing him going to study the medicine cauldron, the grandfather and granddaughter nodded
in unison and Tianqi respectfully said: “Master Wade, I will send you off!”

“No need. Many things in your medical center have been put away and you have to take them
out and put them back together, so let’s get down to business.” After Charlie bid farewell to
Tianqi and Xyla.

He took the cauldron and drove to the villa of Champs Elysees.



He had refined a batch of Blood Dispersing Heart-Saving pills here before.

At that time, he asked Mr. Quinton to prepare a batch of medicinal materials.

Mr. Quinton specially prepared a dose of medicine far exceeding Charlie’s needs, So Charlie
refined the batch of Blood Dispersing Heart-Saving pills at that time.

After preparing the pills, there are still a lot of medicinal materials left here.

It was precisely because of this that Charlie planned to go directly to Champs-Elysees and use
this medicinal cauldron to refine a batch of Blood Dispersing Heart Saving pills to see what
effect this medicinal cauldron has!
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When Charlie was about to start alchemy, Tianshi also returned to the hotel where he stayed.

Like a thief, he hurried into the hotel lobby, quickly got into the elevator, and slipped back to his
room.

As soon as he entered the room, he locked the door and put on the anti-theft buckle.

Then he was still worried, and moved the coffee table into the living room and firmly pushed it
against the door.

After finishing all this, he couldn’t wait to go back to the bedroom, Pulled up the curtains tightly,
and then took out the Blood Dispersing Heart Saving pill from his bosom.

Tianshi also knows some superficial alchemy techniques, So he can tell at a glance that the
elixir Charlie gave him is nothing ordinary.

At the very least, the color and fragrance of this pill are much stronger then the pills he refined
and the life-sustaining pills were handed down by Taizhen Daozu.

Excited, Tianshi couldn’t wait to put the pill into his mouth after looking at it carefully.

As soon as the elixir was put into his mouth before he could swallow it, It turned into a ball of
medicinal power and poured into his stomach.

Tianshi exclaimed in his heart, “This… the masters have always said that a good medicine
should melt in the mouth and only the medicine that melts in the mouth is the purest medicine. I
didn’t believe it before. Now it seems that the ancestors were not deceiving me!”



As soon as he finished sighing, he felt a burst of powerful medicinal effects rising from his
stomach.

The huge energy was like a huge wave coming,
So he immediately got 12 points to deal with it with all his strength!

Fortunately, although the energy is surging, it is very gentle as a whole,Not like that kind of
uncontrollable force that seems to tear people apart at any time.

As an eight-star martial artist, he had already opened up all the eight extraordinary meridians.

This surging medicinal power flowed into the dantian along the eight meridians.

While widening the eight meridians, his stagnant cultivation immediately underwent a qualitative
change!

Originally, there seemed to be a vault that could not be broken through by the physical body to
enter the Dark realm.

He knew that the Dark Realm was behind the door of the vault, but he couldn’t open the door of
the vault at all.

He is like a thief who is deliberately trying to steal the treasury’s finances.

He has been wandering outside the treasury for many years, Trying almost all methods that can
be tried, but there is still no progress but now, the moment the effect of the Blood Dispersing
Heart Saving Pill reached Dantian, the incomparably strong door of the entire treasury
immediately began to crumble in front of him!

Immediately afterward, he felt that the gate of the entire vault had completely disappeared, and
the huge wealth in the vault was already in front of him.

Then, he even felt that the treasury seemed to have merged with his dantian and the wealth it
had guarded for so many years was completely given to him.

At this moment, Tianshi was already in tears.

He knows that at this moment, he has successfully completed a breakthrough and entered a
new realm!

He felt that his strength had undergone a qualitative change compared to before.

The true energy in his body was more surging, the strength of his limbs was stronger and the
perception of his five sense organs was also more sensitive.



The whole person is completely all-around and qualitatively improved.

And what he never imagined in his dreams was that all this could be so simple.

At the same time, at this moment, he suddenly realized that Charlie was far stronger than he
imagined.

This kind of strength is not reflected in strength, but a huge contrast.

Things that he hasn’t been able to solve after so many years of hard work can be solved by
others with just a pill.

But the gap between himself and Charlie may be too great.

It was also at this moment that he suddenly felt very grateful for his decision to stay by Charlie’s
side and do the work of a dog.

If it weren’t for this decision, he might not be able to see the wonderful feeling of the Great
Perfection in the Ming Realm until his death!
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At the same time.

In Champs Elysees Spa Villa.

Charlie had already prepared the medicinal materials capable of refining twenty Blood
Dispersing Heart Saving pills and decided to use a furnace of these pills to open the cauldron
for this medicine.

Fortunately, the medicinal materials needed for Blood Dispersing Heart Saving Pill are not rare,

So Mr. Quinton prepared a lot for him at the beginning.

The reason why Charlie wanted to use the medicine cauldron to try to refine Blood Dispersing
Heart Saving Pill, It was mainly because the medicinal materials were sufficient and he would
not feel distressed if something went wrong during the refining process.

Under normal circumstances, he would use at least 20 to 30 catties of various medicinal
materials.

To refine twenty Blood Dispersing Heart Saving pills.



However, his previous method of alchemy was to wrap these medicinal materials with spiritual
energy,

And temper the essence with spiritual energy.

Then use aura to condense the essence of these medicinal materials into pills.

The advantage of this is that even if there are many medicinal materials, As long as there is
sufficient aura, they can be refined at the same time.

However, what Charlie is a little puzzled at the moment is that the medicine cauldron is not that
big,
nd the capacity seems to be able to hold two or three catties of medicinal materials.

In this way, wouldn’t it be possible to refine only one elixir at a time?

After all, Charlie had never used the cauldron to make alchemy, so he decided to try it with a
little medicine first.

Afterward, he put about three catties of medicinal materials into the cauldron and then
transferred the aura into the cauldron to activate the formation in it.

Immediately afterward, he felt that the formation in the cauldron began to rotate at a high speed
and as soon as the formation started to operate, the full medicinal materials were instantly
sucked in by the formation and the formation was like a black hole, instantly dispelling these
medicinal materials, and devoured all without a trace.

Charlie couldn’t help being startled, he didn’t expect that this formation was so powerful in
consuming medicinal materials, So he quickly allocated more energy to put more medicinal
materials into it, and it devoured all of it just like before.

In the blink of an eye, twenty or thirty catties of medicinal materials were completely swallowed
up,
and the formation was still running fast, with no intention of stopping.

Charlie didn’t dare to slack off, and could only continuously pour in spiritual energy into it.

He saw that the battle of the medicine cauldron devouring the spirit energy was similar, To the
cheating ring that Maria gave him, so he couldn’t help feeling a little nervous, Afraid that this
thing would be like that ring, sucking out his spirit energy like crazy.

The formation rotated rapidly and in the very center of the formation, Soon there were some
small spherical objects that were continuously condensing and growing.



Fortunately, the Blood Dispersing Heart Saving pill is not a high-grade pill and it is not difficult to
refine, so the high-speed operation of the formation only lasted for a minute, and then slowly
stopped.

Charlie finally breathed a sigh of relief when he saw that the formation no longer needed his
aura to drive it.

Although it absorbed the aura very quickly just now,
Because the time was relatively short, it didn’t consume much aura.

Immediately afterward, the formation began to slow down slowly and Charlie could feel that the
spherical objects in the center of the formation were now about the same size as ordinary pills.

The moment the formation stopped, the spherical object inside finally revealed its real body.

Charlie looked inside the medicine cauldron, and what lay inside were twenty new pills with a
faint golden luster!
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He took out the elixir from the medicine cauldron, looked carefully in front of him and could
clearly feel that the aura emanating from this elixir was much stronger, then the previous Blood
Scattering Heart-Saving Pill, just the elixir emitted scent gives people a more mellow feeling.

Charlie put the elixir into his mouth, and the pure and surging medicinal power quickly flowed all
over his body.

The Blood Scattering Heart Saving pill does not contain aura, so it does not help his cultivation
much, but he can still clearly feel that this new Blood Scattering Heart Saving Pill is about twice
as effective as the previous version!

What’s even rarer is that the new Blood Blood Scattering Heart Saving Pill is not only more
effective but also seems to be purer in efficacy, both horizontally and vertically.

The purer the effect of the medicine, the more qualitative change will be achieved.

Therefore, Charlie speculates that if this new Blood Scattering Heart Saving Pill is given to
ordinary martial arts practitioners the stronger and more pure medicine will definitely make
people feel better.



The dantian meridians and even the whole body can be greatly improved and the actual
comprehensive medicinal effect may be comparable to the previous three Blood Scattering
Heart Saving pills.

With the same quality and weight of medicinal materials, the number of elixirs refined has not
changed, but it is because of the function of this medicine cauldron, that the effect of elixirs has
been greatly improved, which makes Charlie very excited.

He couldn’t help muttering to himself: “I don’t know if Rejuvenation Pill and Cultivation Pill can
have the same effect when refined with this medicinal cauldron. If the efficacy of the
Rejuvenation Pill is doubled, wouldn’t it be able to prolong people’s life for forty years? And if
The efficacy of the Cultivation Pill is doubled, Which means that the aura contained in it will also
be doubled, For me, it is definitely the best choice to replenish aura.”

Thinking of this, he couldn’t help sighing: “It’s a pity that the Wannian ambergris that I got from
Cary last time has been used up. If I have to refine a new Cultivation pill, I have to find a new
way to find an ambergris of the same quality.”

Immediately, Charlie called Mr. Quinton, Isaac, and Wesley respectively, Asking them to help
pay attention to see if there are high-quality ambergris for sale in various markets and if so, be
sure to procure it at any cost.

After informing the three of them, Charlie called Xion.

When the phone was connected, Xion asked respectfully,

“Mr. Wade, what can I do for you?”

Charlie asked her, “Xion, where are you?”

She said, “Mr. Wade, I am at Shangri-La.”

Charlie asked again: “Do you have any important things at hand?”

Xion replied: “There is nothing important, basically just some small details of the wedding, If you
have any orders, just say, I will take care of them!”

Charlie said: “Okay, then drive to the Champs Elysees Hot Spring Villa now, Come alone, don’t
tell anyone.”

“Champs Elysees Hot Spring Villa?” Xion asked subconsciously, “Is it your mid-mountain hot
spring villa in the suburbs?”

“Yes.” Charlie said, “Hurry up and come here now, I’ll wait for you here.”



Chapter 5226

Xion was surprised.

She didn’t understand why Charlie suddenly asked her to, Go to the Champs Elysees Hot
Spring Hotel to meet him.

It sounds like something important is going on.

So, she said without hesitation: “Okay, Mr. Wade, I will leave now!”

“Okay!” Charlie instructed, “Be careful on the road.”

Leaving Shangri-La, Xion drove towards the suburbs.

Half an hour later, she drove the car to the door of Charlie’s hot spring villa in Champs Elysees.

Just as she was about to get out of the car and ring the doorbell outside the yard, the door
opened from the inside.

Charlie appeared at the door, beckoning to her with a somewhat anxious expression.

Xion knew that Charlie asked her to drive in directly, so she drove into the yard.

As soon as she got out of the car, Charlie pulled her out of the car and walked quickly, saying,“I
need your help with something important, I don’t know how long it will take. Let’s hurry up.”

Xion was held by Charlie pulling her, a bit of shyness suddenly appeared in a haste and she
thought to herself: “Mr. Wade, could it be that he wants to be with me… Oops… Xion, what are
you thinking…”

She didn’t know what Charlie was going to do But she can’t help but think wildly in her heart,
feeling that no matter what Charlie asks her to do, she will not hesitate at all, even if there are
some excessive demands, she will not hesitate at all and what Charlie was thinking at this time
was all about the golden Blood Scattering Heart Saving pill That he had just refined half an hour
ago.

He couldn’t wait to pull Xion all the way and the two walked quickly to the basement of the villa.

This journey made Xion’s heart beat faster and felt extremely ashamed.



However, when Xion entered the basement where Charlie made medicine,she immediately
smelled a very unique medicinal fragrance.

This medicinal fragrance is much more mellow than any medicinal fragrance she has ever
smelled before.

It gave her the feeling that the scent of medicine she had smelled before was like blended liquor
with a price of less than 100 yuan but the smell she smelled now was a high-end wine brewed
from real pure grains, that has been stored and aged for many years.

Smelling this medicinal fragrance seems to make people get rid of all diseases and feel happy
physically and mentally.

At this time, Charlie suddenly handed her a golden pill, and said, “Xion, help me try this pill.”

Xion looked at the pill in front of her. Slightly startled, subconsciously asked,"Mr. Wade, what is
this elixir for? Is it a new medicine?”

Charlie pursed his lips, and said hesitantly: “Yes, no, I ate one just now, but the feeling is not so
accurate, So I want you to try it for me.”

Xion quickly said: “Mr. Wade, I have already taken a lot of your priceless pills and just became a
five-star warrior some time ago, how can I waste more of your pills now…”

Charlie said seriously: “The pills are refined for people to eat, as long as they are eaten, there
will be no waste. What’s more, this is not something you owe me But I ask you for help. To me,
this elixir seems to have produced a resistance, I can’t taste its real effect now, I want to know
whether it has any effect and how much of it, I still have to let the warriors try the efficacy, In
terms of warriors, among the warriors, I trust the most is you, So I can only ask you to come
over and try it out.”

Charlie knew that Xion didn’t know that he had a new medicine cauldron,Nor did he know that
the medicine was more effective than the previous Blood Scattering Heart Saving Pill Quite a
lot,

So he deliberately said: “What’s more, it’s still up to you whether this elixir is effective or not, If
there are any side effects, it may affect you but you don’t have to worry, I will protect you in any
case.”

Upon hearing this, Xion quickly expressed her opinion without thinking,“Mr. Wade, with you
here, I am not afraid at all!”
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The reason why Charlie turned to comfort Xion is not to worry about fear is nothing more than
retreating and using aggressive methods to make her stop refusing his invitation to let her test
the drug.

He still knows her very well. When this girl worked for the Su family before, although her
methods were somewhat cruel, she was a very affectionate and righteous person.

Towards him, she would definitely be loyal and unreserved.

It is precisely because of this that he thought of asking her to help him with the medicine as
soon as he refined the new batch.

He knew very well in his heart that the efficacy of this elixir would definitely be stronger than the
previous Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving elixir and it would not have any bad side effects, so
it must be a good thing for Xion and Charlie’s provocative method has indeed worked.

Xion no longer thinks about whether she owes Charlie too much favor at this moment.

She only thinks that she must not let him doubt her loyalty and courage.

So, she took the pill from him, and asked firmly,“Mr. Wade, should I take the pill now?”

Charlie nodded: “Take it, I will watch by your side, there shouldn’t be any problem.”

“Okay!” Xion nodded slightly, then sat cross-legged on the ground and put the elixir into her
mouth very simply.

Xion had used the Blood Dispersing and Heart Saving Pill before and knew that this kind of pill
would turn into pure medicinal power and go straight to the dantian, so she also made
preparations in advance and waited for the surging medicinal power in the pill.

However, she did not expect that the potency of this elixir far surpassed the Blood Dispersing
and Heart Saving elixir she had taken before.

The medicinal power was already surging, and it quickly poured into her eight meridians and
frantically flowed into her dantian.

Before she could react, the sixth meridian was instantly opened up by the medicine and she
also became a six-star warrior in an instant!

Six-star fighters are rare even in the Cataclysmic Front and it is even more difficult to find a
second person in the whole country!



However, Xion didn’t even have time to be happy for herself as a six-star warrior and the
seventh meridian in her body was also washed away by the medicine in an instant!

In the blink of an eye, Xion jumped another level, from a six-star warrior to a seven-star warrior!

Xion herself did not expect that the total time for her to become a six-star warrior was only a
short two or three seconds!

Charlie didn’t expect that she would be able to upgrade two levels in a row.

After all, the later the cultivation level, the harder it is to upgrade.

A single pill can be upgraded from five stars to seven stars,

Which is indeed better than the general blood-scattering and heart-rescuing pills. Not a lot!

Seven-star warriors in their twenties, even in the Cataclysmic Front, are rare.

The Elms Family has practiced martial arts for hundreds of years,

And it is impossible to produce a seven-star warrior in their twenties.

They dared not even think about it.

But now, this young girl, who is only in her early twenties, has officially entered the ranks of
seven-star warriors,

Creating a new record for the Elms Family and even the domestic martial arts families.

However, right now, Xion still has a lot of medicinal power in her body,

Which is constantly rushing towards the eight extraordinary meridians!

And her seven meridians that have been opened up are obviously still unable to bear the
powerful medicinal power,

And this medicinal power is also rushing towards her eighth meridian.
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So, Charlie was surprised to find that Xion’s eighth meridian showed signs of loosening under
the impact of the medicine!



He exclaimed in his heart: “Could it be that this elixir can raise Xion from five stars to eight
stars?!”

Although Xion couldn’t speak at this time, her heart was already turned upside down!

While trying her best to transform her inner energy,

She couldn’t help exclaiming inwardly: “What kind of elixir did Mr. Wade give me…”

“Why does it have such a powerful effect…”

“I’m now actually…a seven-star warrior… …Isn’t this too fast?!”

Immediately afterward, she also felt the change of the eighth meridian,

And she was even more stunned: “This…is the eighth meridian also to be broken?!”

At this time, the surging medicinal power is like a volcanic magma that is about to erupt,

Continuously accumulating energy in the crater, ready to go.

And the crater obviously couldn’t suppress the surging energy,

It kept trembling and cracking, and it seemed that it would be completely washed away anytime,
anywhere.

Charlie was also a little excited, he was always observing the situation,

Waiting for her eighth meridian to open up.

At this moment, the surging medicinal power suddenly spewed out from her blocked eighth
meridian!

At this moment, Xion’s entire state and aura even underwent an earth-shaking change!

It was also at this moment that she officially entered the rank of an eight-star warrior!

The eight meridians in the body have all been opened up!

At this point, the powerful medicinal power finally showed signs of weakening,

And was gradually digested by Xion’s body, slowly returning to calm.

Xion opened her eyes, feeling that she had just undergone a reborn change.



The eight-star martial artist’s senses had obviously improved a few floors.

Xion couldn’t believe it was real because of the sudden enlightenment.

Charlie knew that Xion would definitely not be able to accept it immediately,

So he didn’t rush and waited for Xion to get used to it.

Xion was a little sober at this time. Seeing Charlie looking at her with a smile,

She couldn’t wait to ask him: “Mr. Wade, what kind of medicine is this?”

“It has such a powerful effect. The eight meridians in my body seem to be cleared up!”

Charlie smiled slightly: “It doesn’t seem, it is real, it is indeed all cleared up,”

“Congratulations, you have now become an eight-star warrior.”

Surprised and delighted, Xion couldn’t help but said:

“This is too amazing… More than a month ago, I was only a three-star fighter,”

“And I broke through to five stars one after another, and even broke through to eight stars…”

“I have never in this life dared to imagine that one day I could become an eight-star warrior…”

After that, she came back to her senses, knelt on the ground,

Looked at Charlie, and said respectfully: “If I can see this day today, everything is because of
your support, Master!”

“I am grateful for your great kindness! In this life, as long as I breathe,”

“I will definitely go through fire and water for you, in order to repay your kindness!”

Charlie stretched out his hand to help her up, and said, “Xion, after finishing your parents’
wedding, in the next period of time,”

“You need to strengthen your cultivation base, your cultivation base has improved too fast
recently,”

“Hard power. Although you have reached the level of an eight-star warrior,”



“Your mentality, actual combat experience, and the control of the true energy in the body are still
far from reaching the height of an eight-star warrior.”

Xion suppressed her excitement. In a heartbroken mood, she said respectfully:

“Don’t worry, Mr. Wade! When my parents’ wedding is over,”

“I will definitely retreat and practice for a while!”

“Okay!” Charlie nodded in satisfaction, and said, “When the time comes, when you have
solidified your foundation as an eight-star warrior,”

“I will help you break through the Great Perfection of the Light Realm until you become a master
of the Dark Realm!”
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“Becoming a master of the dark world?”

Xion was shocked by Charlie’s words and was speechless.

She subconsciously asked him: “Mr. Wade, without any talent, “Is there really a chance to
become a master of the dark world?”

“Yes.”

Charlie said firmly: “To become a master, talent is not important, What is important is whether
you can grasp the right time, place, and people, Although some people are very talented, it is
impossible for them to cultivate the Great Perfection of the Bright Realm in a lifetime, So let
alone become a master of the Dark Realm.”

After finishing speaking, he looked at her, and said very seriously, “You have the right time and
place to become a master of the dark realm and As long as you can work hard and consolidate
your existing cultivation baseYou will be able to become a master of the dark realm in the future,
maybe in two or three months, you will be able to become a master of the dark realm and you’re
a master of the dark realm.”

Xion’s eyes turned red with excitement, even filled with tears.

She never thought that one day, she would have the opportunity to become a master of the dark
realm.



For the vast majority of martial arts masters, the dark realm is a supreme realm that can never
be reached.

Without a complete set of martial arts mentality,

Not to mention entering the dark realm, even becoming an eight-star martial artist is an
extravagant hope.

Many martial arts families and sects have cultivated for dozens of generations relying on some
incomplete martial arts mental methods,

And they can’t even train a five-star martial artist, as was the case with the He family before.

Therefore, it is as difficult as climbing to the sky to cultivate a dark realm warrior.

Moreover, in the journey of martial arts, every level from the three-star warrior to the next is a
big hurdle.

Any hurdle in front of you may not be able to overcome it in your life.

It is as difficult as climbing the sky.

This is also the reason why many eight-star warriors, even warriors in the Dark realm,Could
have been admired by thousands of people in various places but they are willing to join the
Warriors Camp of the Warriors Den and will be controlled by the Warriors Den for the rest of
their lives.

For them, the Warriors Camp has a great probability of allowing, Them to successfully break
through the Great Perfection of the Light Realm and become masters of the Dark Realm.

This alone is fatally attractive to them.

In front of becoming a master of the dark realm, money and status are all floating clouds.

Therefore, Charlie guessed that the reason why the Warriors camp of the Warriors Den was
able to cultivate dark realm masters in batches was that there was a high probability and those
masters like himself who were proficient in aura and elixirs were sitting behind them.

Because only spiritual energy and elixir can ignore the level barriers of martial arts practitioners,

And help them successfully break through.

For Charlie, although Wesley under his command and Jackson, the master of Wesley, have
already stepped into the dark, this is not enough.



In addition, although Reverend and Zyron, The original special envoys of the Warriors Den were
also masters of the dark realm, Charlie could not regard them as his own.

After all, these two people are controlled by psychological hints.

If the two armies are at war, and these people have the ability to overcome his psychological
hints,

They will immediately become enemies.

Therefore, Charlie asked Reverend to return to Turkey to continue to be his special envoy,
While Zyron was arranged by him by the side of Wesley’s master Jackson.

In the future, if he wants to confront the Warriors Den head-on, He must have at least 20 or 30
dark realm experts under his command to have a chance.

If you want to cultivate masters in the dark realm in batches, A lot of pills are naturally
necessary, and this medicine cauldron, Can just help Charlie get twice the result with half the
effort.

Charlie planned in his heart to train Xion to be the third master of the dark realm first and then
systematically select a group of potential martial arts experts from the Cataclysmic Front, The
Elms family and other martial artists, and train them one after another.

To come with a group of dark masters.

Therefore, he felt that he could also choose a suitable address and set up an organization
similar to Warriors Camp and train dark masters from this organization in the future.

Seeing that it was getting late, Charlie said to Xion, “Xion, you go back and continue preparing
for the wedding, No one in the Elms family can see your cultivation level now.”

“The matter of breaking through the eight-star warrior, don't tell anyone else.”
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Xion said without hesitation: “Mr. Wade, don’t worry, I won’t tell anyone.”

Charlie said again: “In the next few days, I will ask Mr. Cameron, to transfer some of the villas
here, I will repurchase them all back, and then transform the entire Elys-champ into a private
club. It will no longer be open to the public in the future and at that time, I will leave you a villa



here and when the wedding is over, I will contact you, you just come here and concentrate on
retreat.”

Xion quickly asked: “Mr. Wade, why need such a big hot spring resort transformed into a private
club?”

Charlie said,“It is said to be a private club, but it is actually just a cover.”

“This place will be completely closed to the outside world,,I think it is a beautiful place, and I
plan to transform it into a good place for retreat and cultivation.”

Xion asked in surprise: “Mr. Wade, do you want to cultivate martial arts masters here?”

“That’s right.” Charlie didn’t hide, nodded very simply, and said, “To compete with the Warriors
Den, we still need many martial arts masters like you. In the future, I will gradually transform this
place into a secret base for cultivating masters and when the time comes, you will be the senior
here.”

Xion asked curiously: “Mr. Wade, I have a question for you…”

Charlie nodded and said, “Say it.”

Xion said quickly, “Is it not more appropriate for this kind of cultivation base to be placed in the
base of the Dragon hall in Syria? Dragon hall has hundreds of square kilometers of land there
and it is not subject to any control, so it will be more convenient there.”

Charlie smiled lightly, and explained: “It’s good to put it in Syria but it is too far away, after all, I’m
afraid I can’t take care of it. Aurous Hill is more suitable.”

Speaking, Charlie said again: “However, I plan to take two steps for the time being, Everyone
will concentrate on closed-door training in Aurous Hill at that time, After improving their
cultivation base, They will be sent to Syria for closed-door training immediately and they will also
receive modern military training there.”

Xion asked in surprise, “Do you want them to receive military training?”

“That’s right.” Charlie said seriously: “Although martial arts masters are rare,”

“In front of modern weapons, many martial arts masters do not fight back at all.”

“Therefore, the masters we will train in the future must not only be strong,”

“But also be proficient in modern weapons. Only by working together can their combat
effectiveness be maximized.”



On the way back to the downtown area of Aurous Hill, in order to prepare for the establishment
of the Warriors Camp he called Wesley.

When the phone was connected, Wesley asked respectfully, “Mr. Wade, what are your orders?”

Charlie said: “Wesley, I want to build a high-secret level base.”

“You will start to organize the training center in the near future.”

Wesley quickly asked: “Mr. Wade, what requirements do you have for the training center?”

Charlie said: “First of all, the level of confidentiality must be high enough. Even in the front
inside of the base of the palace must also be kept absolutely secret and it is best to build it
completely underground. ”

Wesley said respectfully,“Mr. Wade, this is easy to handle. For a foolproof design with a high
defense level, I can find how much area you need and what functions you need to achieve and I
will arrange the rest!”

Charlie said: “Secondly, at least 10,000 square meters of the construction area is required, At
least to ensure Twenty or thirty people are here to train and live in isolation at the same time,
Even if they don’t come out for a year, there will be no problem at all.”

Wesley immediately said,“No problem, I will build corresponding life support hardware to ensure
that your requirements are met.”

Charlie asked him: “When will the work be completed?”

Wesley repliedreplied,“Mr. Wade, we are currently working overtime on construction. The entire
base should be fully operational next year.”

“I will try my best to complete the 10,000 square meters you ask for by the end of this year!”

“Okay,” Charlie said with satisfaction, “There is another task for you during this time.”

Wesley hurriedly said: “Mr. Wade, please do not hesitate to order, the subordinates will definitely
do their best!”

Charlie said: “I want you to carry out inside the Dragon hall, Do a private comprehensive
assessment, you can choose by yourself, Choose 30 core members with the strongest strength,
With the best understanding, and the highest loyalty and submit the list to me when the time
comes.”



Wesley said without hesitation: “Okay, Mr. Wade!”


